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Executive Summary 40 

Electronic business connectivity, or eBusiness, in the Agricultural Industry has grown by leaps 41 

and bounds over the past quarter century. Central to the industry’s connectivity implementation 42 

has been the unique identifiers and associated attributes stored in the Ag Industry Identification 43 

System, or AGIIS. AGIIS information, and access to it, has become mission critical for many 44 

businesses that have integrated it into their day to day processes. Information exchange 45 

continues to be driven by advances in technology, explosions in the level of detail needed to 46 

complete business transactions, and an expanded interest in global standards and practices. 47 

The industry recognizes the need for enhanced integration tools, adaptable reference data 48 

structures, and service availability to support a future of continued interconnectivity.    49 

Created in 2012, the Future Vision Task Force (FVTF) was comprised of representatives of 50 

each of the then-extant AgGateway Councils. The group met in five face-to-face sessions and 51 

on weekly conference calls over the course of twelve months to document and define 52 

requirements for a successful industry tool to enable and expand eBusiness connectivity. The 53 

task force’s specific objectives were to identify what the Agricultural Industry needs to foster e-54 

business today and in the future; define the key eBusiness requirements that address the 55 

identified needs; assess AgGateway’s current capabilities against those requirements; and 56 

determine what will be needed to enable them. The expected output would be a general 57 

business requirements document. This document is that result, describing the current state of 58 

industry tools, a proposal for a new AgGateway platform and the associated business 59 

requirements of such a platform.  It is the opinion of the Future Vision Task Force that new 60 

development is required, and that attempting to retrofit or reconfigure our existing AGIIS solution 61 

would be technically and financially impractical to meet the anticipated needs and challenges 62 

facing the industry. 63 

The document is not intended to provide all the detailed business and technical requirements for 64 

each element/functionality required, and one will note that some sections have much more 65 

detail than others. We look forward to input and feedback from the AgGateway membership to 66 

create the additional detail needed for a Request for Proposal (RFP) process.  67 

The document begins with a review of the current state of AGIIS, its constituent directories, 68 

interfaces and underlying rules. A discussion of data ownership, system management and 69 

industry oversight is also included. Finally, the business model of funding and maintaining the 70 

system is reviewed. This information is included to level-set a reader’s knowledge and 71 

understanding of the state of reference data in AgGateway today and to provide a framework 72 

upon which expectations and requirements for a new platform will be constructed. The 73 

document then follows with a listing of assumptions the task force began from and which guided 74 

the investigation and evaluation of future needs and requirements. The remaining sections 75 

document the identified platform requirements in detail, identify areas for possible future 76 

investigation, and call out areas which were deemed out of scope of a cooperative industry tool. 77 

Appendices containing existing terms, code lists and element directories complete the 78 

document. 79 

Summary of Requirements: 80 

 Standards, reference data, and associated elements and attributes supporting existing 81 

connectivity implementations must continue to be accessible to users. The task force 82 

recognizes the disparate levels of ability and agility with which organizations can adapt to a 83 

changing technology stack. Any new tool must provide not only the commonly used industry 84 

standard identifiers, but also the means for an organization to obtain and maintain them. 85 
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The task force does not recommend that user and application interfaces remain static or 86 

identical to current implementations but rather that all interfaces should be organic and 87 

adaptable as industry needs evolve. 88 

 New processes and methods to enable industry connectivity must be deployed as part of 89 

any new tool. This includes support for parallel technologies in web services (REST and 90 

SOAP; XML and JSON) as well as development of an Application Programming Interface 91 

(API) specification enabling more direct interaction between the industry platform and users’ 92 

systems. The information architecture of the platform must be scalable to support future 93 

expansion of identifiers, elements and attributes, and must be designed for easy inquiry and 94 

identification service implementation. A detailed glossary as well as testing and training 95 

services must be part of the tool. 96 

 The tool must be available when users need it and reflect standard industry practices for 97 

management of the resource and underlying information. There are requirements incumbent 98 

upon any service provider that manages the tool. AgGateway also has requirements to 99 

members and users, ensuring that their interests and needs are protected. These 100 

expectations must be documented and appropriate reporting methods and requirements 101 

implemented.    102 

Detailed requirement breakouts, specifications and examples follow in the main document.  103 

 104 

Task Force Members: 105 

Wendy Smith, AgGateway – Co-Chair David Surber, Dow AgroSciences – Co-Chair 
Steve Franzen, Central Valley Ag Valerie Stopher, Simplot 
Darlene Gibson, AgData Duane Reese, AgIntegrated 
Michael Boyer, Dow AgroSciences Tiffany Smith, BASF 
Rob Richter, GROWMARK Steve Leary, Winfield Solutions 
Brent Kemp, Southern States Mary Johnson, Syngenta 
Joe Ben Bogle, Ag Connections Chip Donohue, John Deere 
Greg Erler, Monsanto Matt Weeks & Arpan Biswas, CSC 
  106 
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Introduction   107 

The Ag Industry Identification System (AGIIS) went into production in August 2003, the result of 108 

integrating three previously separate databases and driven by the industry’s need for efficiency 109 

and cost savings. A primary constraint on the development at that time was to “not break” 110 

current functionality nor disrupt business function. As a result, legacy rules and processes were 111 

brought over for the original directories that might not have been included in a directory 112 

designed from scratch.  Since then 10 years have passed, AgGateway was created (in 113 

November 2005), and the organization has grown from five to eight active councils and from the 114 

original ten founding members to more than 185 members today. AGIIS has changed as well as 115 

we implemented enhancements to better meet subscribers’ needs and support eConnectivity 116 

implementation efforts by the various industry segments.   117 

However, with the challenges and increasing complexity facing agriculture and the addition of 118 

new Ag industry segments, we need to continue to improve AGIIS to meet current and future 119 

subscribers’ needs and remain a valuable asset supporting our mission to promote, enable and 120 

expand eBusiness in Agriculture. With that in mind, several task forces were initiated in 2011 121 

and 2012. The first four groups (AGIIS Duplicates Task Force, Products Task Force, Entity 122 

Rules Task Force, and Dun & Bradstreet Transition Task Force) focused on improvements to 123 

the existing asset, and the other, the Future Vision Task Force (FVTF), focused on what we 124 

might build today if we were to design something based on our accumulated knowledge and 125 

experience, the new technology available, and the new and changing needs of our subscribers 126 

and members. The FVTF’s objective was to identify what the Agricultural industry needs to 127 

foster e-business today and in the future, define the key eBusiness requirements that address 128 

the identified needs, assess AgGateway’s current capabilities against those requirements, and 129 

determine what will be needed to enable them resulting in a business requirements document.  130 

This document represents the deliverable of the Future Vision Task Force, a high-level business 131 

requirements document. 132 

The objectives of this document are to  133 

 Describe the recommended solution/concept for our membership and what 134 

customer/business needs will be met by the solution 135 

 Confirm we have agreement with the key stakeholders that this is the solution that we need. 136 

 Offer an opportunity for the membership to provide input into the next phase for this project 137 

 Provide a foundation to communicate to a technology service provider what the solution is 138 

and needs to do to satisfy the organization’s needs 139 

 140 

  141 
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High Level Overview - AGIIS Today  142 

The System 143 

The Ag Industry Identification System (AGIIS) is a database and software that delivers a 144 

common set of identifiers and data elements to the Agricultural industry to foster e-business and 145 

e-commerce between and among those companies.  An industry level solution designed to 146 

provide unique identifiers, AGIIS ensures that businesses and their trading partners can be 147 

confident they are using the correct unique identifier for the specific entity, product, agreement, 148 

and/or license referenced in the information exchanged between the trading partners.  149 

Today AGIIS contains entities, products, and licenses and agreements. An Entity is a unique 150 

combination of name and location conducting business within the agriculture industry.  Each 151 

entity is identified in AGIIS with a GLN (Global Location Number) and possibly an EBID 152 

(Electronic Business Identifier) number. There are almost 8 million entities, 4,826,185 of which 153 

are active while the remaining 3,208,183 are inactive.  154 

These entities are currently assigned one of 3 different Entity classifications distributed as 155 

follows:  156 

Business 46,165 

Consumer 4,778,692 

Location 1469 

A Business engages in transactions related to products or services consumed by others.  157 

A Consumer purchases and uses products or services 158 

A Location is a physical place that cannot be identified as a Business or Consumer 159 

The three Entity classifications map to the legacy entity types as follows:  160 

 161 

An entity can be classified as both a Business and a Consumer. An entity classified as a 162 

location may have no other classification.  At least one Entity Classification is required per 163 

active entity.  164 

All entities within AGIIS are assigned a unique identifier, a GLN (Global Location Number). Less 165 

than 4% of the entities (319,836) also have a second unique identifier assigned known as an 166 

EBID (e-Business Identifier). Entities which have both an EBID and a GLN are distributed as 167 

follows among the Entity classifications: 168 

Industry Provider
Manufacturer
Distributor
Retailer
End Use Business
Farm Business
Grower
Rail Siding
Drop Point
Terminal

Legacy Entity Type

Business

Consumer

Location

Entity Classification
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Business 43.298 

Consumer 220,487 

Locations 1,013 

Data elements currently associated with Entities are referenced in Appendix 1.A. 169 

A Product is the highest level in a hierarchy of data that provides information about 170 

agribusiness products from the Crop Protection, Fertilizer, Feed, and Seed segments; for 171 

example, "Roundup II Original" which is manufactured by Monsanto. Today, the hierarchy 172 

consists of "product information", "package size information", and "package configuration 173 

information". Objects at the package configuration level are typically products that can be seen 174 

on store shelves, e.g., ROUNDUP ORIGINAL II 2.5 GA JUG. Package configurations are 175 

uniquely identified by the global identifier, GTIN or Global Trade Item Number. AGIIS contains 176 

58,233 products (and more than 98,000 GTINs) representing five segments of the agricultural 177 

industry:  178 

Product Segment 

#  
Products 

within 
segment 

# 
Associated 

GTINs 

Chemical aka Crop 
Protection 1895 

 

9569 

Seed 55,416 87,626 

Fertilizer aka Crop Nutrition 810 1003 

Feed 9 10 

Other 103 163 

The difference in number between products and the number of GTINs reflects the fact that the 179 

GTINs are assigned at each salable product level. 180 

In 2012, new functionality was implemented as the result of the work of the Product Task Force 181 

(PTF) recommendations which made adding and maintaining products much simpler as well as 182 

introduced product security features allowing subscribers to determine precisely who can 183 

access their product information in AGIIS.  184 

With these enhancements, AGIIS subscribers have the ability to add and maintain products 185 

easier through a simplified Web interface as well as updated XML and CSV file formats and the 186 

introduction of Web Services for maintaining products.  The product directory security 187 

enhancements allow AGIIS subscribers to use bulk and Website interface to define access to 188 

their products through security settings of “Exclude”, “Include” or “Open”. These security 189 

features function exactly like the current License Agreement Security functionality. 190 

Data elements currently associated with Products are referenced in Appendix 1.B. 191 

In addition, AGIIS currently contains over 740K licenses and three distinct agreements all of 192 

which are associated with the seed segment of the industry. An Agreement is a statement 193 

defined by manufacturers regarding terms of use. 194 
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1. Agreements are added by the manufacturer into AGIIS. 195 

2. Agreements can be viewed by all AGIIS subscribers. 196 

3. Agreements are linked to Products and indicate that purchase of the product requires a 197 

License. 198 

Assignment of a License in AGIIS indicates that a given entity participates in the Agreement 199 

posted by a manufacturer.  200 

1. Licenses are cross-referenced to an entity identifier by the manufacturer of the designated 201 

Agreement.  202 

2. Security is established by the Agreement owner who determines which AGIIS subscriber 203 

companies can view licenses associated with the agreement. 204 

A license is uniquely identified by the agreement (partner identifier of the agreement owner and 205 

agreement code), the licensed entity (industry identifier of the licensed entity based on either the 206 

GLN or EBID), and the effective date of the license. This allows the system to store licenses for 207 

the same agreement and entity with different effective dates. The license number is required but 208 

can be any string value up to 30 characters. For the purposes of updating or deleting a license, 209 

any single entity identifier can be used to target the AGIIS entity associated with the license 210 

(GLN or EBID). 211 

Data elements currently associated with Agreements and Licenses are referenced in Appendix 212 

1.C and 1.D., respectively. 213 

Look-up tables are commonly used in AGIIS to enforce referential integrity in the AGIIS 214 

database and simplify the process of adding and updating common data elements in through 215 

the AGIIS web site and bulk processes.  By definition, referential integrity is a database concept 216 

that ensures that relationships between tables remain consistent. When one table has a foreign 217 

key to another table, the concept of referential integrity states that you may not add a record to 218 

the table that contains the foreign key unless there is a corresponding record in the linked table. 219 

For example, you can't add a postal address with state code = "CA" unless "CA" also exists in 220 

the state code lookup table. It also includes the techniques known as cascading update and 221 

cascading delete, which ensure that changes made to the linked table are reflected in the 222 

primary table. 223 

Look-up tables are used in a number of different instances within AGIIS and among the uses 224 

are with common data elements such as Crop codes, State and Country codes, Bulk 225 

submission and return codes, and Unit of Measure codes. A very common usage for Look-up 226 

tables is to provide a "cross reference" for drop down lists that appear on the AGIIS web site. 227 

For example, a unit of measure drop down list might show values like "Pound", "Gallon", etc. but 228 

what is stored internally in the database is the coded unit of measure value: LB, GL, etc. Thus 229 

the simplest Look-up table provides a cross reference of the "long description" to the "short 230 

coded value" and allows more user-friendly descriptions to be displayed for selection in drop 231 

down lists rather than the short coded values which can often times be cryptic. For examples of 232 

Look Up tables currently in use by AGIIS reference Appendix 2. 233 

Today AGIIS can support up to 125 concurrent connections to the AGIIS.org web site and can 234 

process approximately 1 million transactions on a daily basis. Current usage does not approach 235 

those limits, and if additional capability was needed, the Vendor would add additional server 236 

capacity as needed to accommodate additional transaction volume. . Multiple file formats are 237 

currently supported including EDI, XML, and flat file. AGIIS information can also be accessed 238 

via web services. In a two month period earlier this year (February 7th – April 7th), 164 product 239 

and 58 license files were imported into AGIIS, 25 product files and 5 license files were extracted 240 

by subscribers, over 1.4M bulk transactions performed (Look-up an Entity record, Add/Update 241 
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Entity, Add/Remove from Subset, Re-activate an Entity) and 308,453 web service calls 242 

completed (Look-up, Add, Update data). 243 

 244 

The Business Model  245 

The development cost to create AGIIS was funded over three years through the cost savings 246 

realized by combining the three previous directories into one. Today AGIIS is supported 247 

completely through subscription fees. The subscription fees are used to support three areas: 248 

Hosting (40%), Member Services/Support (40%); and AgGateway Management (20%). 249 

Currently there are two types of AGIIS subscribers, full subscribers and search/view only 250 

subscribers.  251 

 Full Subscription Search/View-Only 
Subscription 

Access AGIIS.org 
  

Import/Export Data 
 

 

Maintain Subsets 
 

 

Add/Update Company owned 
Products 

 

 

Add/Update Entities 
 

 

Full subscribers can create entity and product subsets and import/export information from/to 252 

AGIIS, while Search/View-Only subscribers cannot create subsets. Full subscribers can access 253 

the information available within AGIIS through the AGIIS website, web services, and/or bulk file 254 

imports and exports. Search/View-Only subscribers can access the information needed through 255 

the AGIIS website. Through these access points, AGIIS users can obtain unique identifiers for 256 

entities, products, licenses and agreements, and if a full subscriber, send and receive updates 257 

on the data elements associated with entities, products, licenses and agreements. Today we 258 

have 134 subscribers, 70 of which are Full subscribers and 64 which are Search/View-Only 259 

subscribers. 260 

The subscription fee charged to a user is based on several criteria including whether or not the 261 

user is a member of AgGateway, their membership tier (based on their corporate revenue), 262 

what type of subscription they want, and if they are a full subscriber, what size their entity 263 

subset is. In 2013 the AGIIS Search/View Only subscription was added as benefit of 264 

AgGateway membership. 265 

Security and Ownership 266 

The Ag Industry Identification system is owned by the AgGateway members and is an asset of 267 

AgGateway. The data within the system is owned by the subscribers with each subscriber 268 

owning the information within their subset(s). Access is limited through standard security 269 

interfaces 270 

The system is hosted under SSL certificate and as such all data is securely transmitted. Only 271 

authorized users are granted access to the system, and users have to sign-in to the AGIIS 272 
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Directory website by using a user-id and password. All passwords are encrypted and stored in a 273 

table within the oracle database. Users are only granted access to the system when the user 274 

name & password that match values stored in the database.  275 

After the user logs into the system with a valid credential, the system assigns the user a list of 276 

privileges. The privilege list controls which modules that user can use and what information is 277 

visible/accessible to the user. The privilege list is managed by a designated website 278 

administrator, who can grant or revoke access rights of each user. 279 

Current User Roles include: 280 

Viewer A User that can search the website. 
Extractor A viewer that can also schedule and receive extracts  
Contributor Extractors that can also add, edit, and delete 

directory information. 
Subscriber Administrator A contributor that can also add, update and delete 

other Users associated with the same Subscriber  
Directory Administrator A member the staff of the 3rd party contracted to 

maintain and administrate AGIIS and enforce the 
policies as established by AGW through the 
Directory Oversight Committee  

Privileges control access to system functionality and are assigned at two levels; Subscriber and 281 

User. Subscriber Privileges are assigned by the Directory Administrator.  User level privileges 282 

are assigned by the Subscriber Administrator and are limited to the list of privileges granted to 283 

the Subscriber. The following privileges can be assigned: 284 

• E-Business: Search/View, Request Add, Request Update, Manage Subset, Manage 285 

Extracts 286 

• Purchaser: Search/View, Request Add, Request Update, Manage Subset, Submit Files 287 

• Product : Search/View, Request Add, Request Update, Manage Subset, Manage Extracts, 288 

Submit Files 289 

• User: Search/View, Request Add, Request Update, Request Delete 290 

• Subscriber: Search/View, Request Add, Request Update, Request Delete 291 

Today, subscribers are responsible for payment of subscription fees, for designating primary 292 

and secondary AGIIS business contacts (these contacts are not to be confused with the 293 

AgGateway member business contact), for designating one or more Subscriber Administrators, 294 

and for insuring that all users abide by AGIIS policies and guidelines.  295 

Subscribers are ultimately responsible for providing accurate and reliable content to the system. 296 

User management is a Subscriber Administration function.  The Subscriber Administrators enroll 297 

and maintain the User base for the Subscriber. Users are responsible for following the AGIIS 298 

policies and guidelines and for maintaining their own individual profile within AGIIS.  Willful 299 

disregard for AGIIS policies and guidelines may result in loss of access for the User and/or 300 

Subscriber. 301 

System Management  302 

AGIIS is managed by the AgGateway Executive Vice President working with the Directory 303 

Oversight Committee (DOC). This committee is charged with establishing policies and 304 

procedures in the operation of AGIIS which includes evaluating, prioritizing and executing 305 

enhancements; responding to subscriber and project requests; and overseeing the maintenance 306 

and care of the data in the directory.   307 
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The committee consists of a voting membership comprised of council representatives and At 308 

Large members, each of whom serve three year terms. Representatives of the AgGateway staff 309 

and AGIIS database hosting company sit on the committee as non-voting members. Non-voting 310 

advisory positions are created as needed. In order to be a voting member of the committee, the 311 

representative’s company must also be a subscriber of AGIIS. Each AgGateway council may 312 

appoint up to two representatives to the committee. At Large members are nominated by the 313 

committee and approved by the membership.  314 

With regards to changes to AGIIS functionality, all requests for enhancements, changes or 315 

modifications must be evaluated against the purpose of the directory and the AgGateway 316 

organization. Accordingly: 317 

• No change of direction for AGIIS can be established without an assessment of impact to 318 

current subscribers. 319 

• New functionality to AGIIS cannot be added without performing due diligence to ensure 320 

existing functionality is not compromised. 321 

• Current validation thresholds of existing AGIIS data cannot be lowered without approval of a 322 

majority of those AgGateway member subscribers voting and a 2/3 majority of the voting 323 

membership of the DOC. 324 

• Any direction/change for AGIIS that disables a current valid business function cannot be 325 

implemented without unanimous approval of the voting membership of the DOC, the 326 

Management Team and the AgGateway Board of Directors. 327 

• New data elements cannot be added to AGIIS without the DOC first defining the element 328 

and appropriate and reasonable validation rules. 329 

• No outside influence or accountable parties can prevent ongoing maintenance of AGIIS 330 

unless the DOC determines that outside approval is required for a specific maintenance 331 

issue. 332 

• Directory maintenance resource allocations cannot be used for new enhancements without 333 

approval of a simple majority of the DOC. 334 

The DOC is accountable to the AgGateway Management Team with the Chair of the DOC 335 

reporting to the DOC as a whole. When compliance issues (with regard to achievement of the 336 

outcome, and compliance with the operational limitations) arise, they are reported to the 337 

AgGateway Management Team at the monthly MT conference calls (by the DOC liaison to the 338 

management team.  339 

Current Applications and Limitations 340 

Subscribers use AGIIS today to obtain unique identifiers to support their business such as the 341 

ordering, sales, product delivery, sales reporting, program fulfillment, compliance reporting, 342 

seed license management, etc. and to obtain updated information on entities, and in some 343 

cases, about products. 344 

AGIIS was created at a time when there was far fewer industry segments represented, and 345 

even less were using the directories which were combined to create AGIIS. As new segments 346 

were, and continue to be added, we identify new and unique needs which cannot automatically 347 

be met by the existing system. There is demand for new capabilities, new uses for data and 348 

increased connectivity. In addition, the technology available today to support such a system is 349 

far superior to that available in 2002 and 2003 with the potential to provide greater capabilities 350 

and flexibility. The existing technology in some cases is not easily extendable. Examples of 351 

current and potential unmet needs include unique identification of products independent of 352 

package configuration, field level identification associated with farming operations, expanded 353 

data elements, application programming interface capability, modern web interface, mobile 354 

application development, and an industry-wide glossary of terms. 355 
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High Level Overview – The Proposed Platform  356 

The solution proposed by the Future Vision Task Force is a platform designed to enable and 357 

support business needs now and into the future. The term platform is used deliberately as the 358 

final solution may comprise multiple systems. The platform will provide the functionality 359 

available today in AGIIS as well as new functionality.  360 

The purpose of the proposed platform is the same as that for AGIIS - to deliver a common set of 361 

unique identifiers and data elements to foster and facilitate e-business within the Agricultural 362 

industry. The platform, like AGIIS, will be an asset of AgGateway, supporting our mission to 363 

promote, enable and expand e-Business within the Ag industry, owned by AgGateway Members 364 

and available to anyone within the industry. 365 

While AGIIS today is a single centralized resource for unique identifiers and associated 366 

information, the proposed platform will consist of centralized and distributed resources for the 367 

information necessary to conduct business. As proposed, the platform would maintain entities in 368 

a central directory and promote more entity self-verification of information. Product data would 369 

be a combination of a centralized resource and distributed resources dependent on the needs of 370 

the business segment. For example, crop nutrition product information might be available in the 371 

centralized resource, while equipment calibration information would be available through 372 

distributed resources.  While information may be stored in multiple resources, all the information 373 

would be accessed through the proposed platform. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 374 

are proposed as the means to access information from the distributed resources. Providers of 375 

the distributed information would need to conform to the standards, formats, guidelines, access 376 

protocols, etc. as defined by AgGateway. 377 

The platform will have expanded capabilities and functionality beyond the current system. As 378 

stated, the platform will be the centralized reference data source for entities.  Dependent on the 379 

business segment, the platform may act as a central repository for some products or may 380 

merely be an access point for product and other types of reference data. Additional functionality 381 

included in the proposed first phase includes eConnectivity testing, training, an industry-wide 382 

glossary, availability of additional data elements, access to reporting tools application 383 

programming interface capability, and data provider certification Additional unique identifiers 384 

would be adopted/created as needed to support the agricultural industry’s business needs. 385 

Relationship management is considered out of scope, due to the complexity and influence of 386 

perspective of the user, however is the intent of the FVTF that the platform will support 387 

relationship management by users. By providing the building blocks or lowest relevant unit to 388 

users, the platform will enable the user to manage relationships within their own systems using 389 

the information available through the platform. 390 

It is assumed that the audience with access to the platform would be broader that the current 391 

system as would the use of unique identifiers accessed through the platform. 392 

The group recognized that such a platform will require funding for its development and that the 393 

decision to fund or not will depend on the perceived value of meeting current and future industry 394 

needs versus the actual development cost of the new platform. In addition, once the platform is 395 

developed, ongoing funding will be required to maintain and continue to enhance the platform.   396 

Several funding approaches were contemplated for the AgGateway platform although a final 397 

approach was not defined by the FVTF. A membership assessment for the platform 398 

development was discussed, but since the scope of funding needed for development was 399 

unknown, no final recommendation was created. Ongoing funding models considered included:  400 

Free, Subscription, Combination of Free and Subscription based, Pay per Use, Advertising, and 401 
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Sponsorship. The FVTF thought the free/subscription model combination would be a reasonable 402 

approach to start, and that in the future either a sponsorship model or perhaps an advertising 403 

model might work, however the group determined that it would be premature to determine the 404 

preferred funding approach. The expectation is that the appropriate funding approaches 405 

(development and ongoing) would be determined by the AgGateway Board of Directors should 406 

AgGateway decide to move forward with this initiative. 407 

High Level Overview – The Path Forward   408 

 409 

Timeline:  410 

The Future Vision Task Force completed this document by the end of July with the intention to 411 

present 412 

 A high level overview of the document to the AGIIS Directory Oversight Committee on 413 

August 14, 2013 followed by a more detailed review on August 28, 2013;  414 

 The proposed platform concept and high level business requirements to the AgGateway 415 

Board of Directors during September to inform, educate, and solicit their support in obtaining 416 

feedback from the broader membership; 417 

 A high level overview to the Councils in early October; 418 

 Webinars for the general membership in mid-late October; and 419 

 At the Annual Conference in November to provide an additional venue for discussion and 420 

feedback. 421 

Action Requested: 422 

Review the document and  423 

 Provide input and feedback; 424 

 Identify any areas not addressed that you believe should be included; 425 

 Review the business requirements and consider whether these will meet the needs of your 426 

business, segment, trading partners, etc. and/or whether or not there are any additional 427 

requirements/functionality needed not captured within this document; and 428 

 Confirm whether or not you believe the proposed platform could be the solution we need as 429 

we plan for the future. 430 

Assumptions 431 

The assumptions are a critical part of any plan to gain agreement among all participants and to 432 

create a level of understanding of where we are, and where we are going. It sets expectations 433 

which can be measured later to determine if we have met goals or an assumption was not 434 

accurate or did not come to pass over time.  435 

The following assumptions set a framework for what will be kept from AGIIS and what are the 436 

critical, underpinning expectations of the new platform as it is developed.  It is critical that all of 437 

us review and agree on these assumptions as they will set the direction for our future platform 438 
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and could have a  significant effect on the total costs we as an industry incur to build and 439 

maintain the future platform.  440 

 Key existing “elements” in AGIIS, Products, Entities and Agreements, will be retained in the 441 

new platform and will be made available using methods and processes which all subscribers 442 

will be able to consume. 443 

 The existing elements will be identified with GLN’s and GTIN’s as their identification 444 

structure as they are today. 445 

 Data hierarchies may be modified within the new platform, but base level data will still 446 

persist as it does today. Specific examples include: 447 

o Product Package SKU’s will be rolled up under a master Product ID (which is 448 

independent of packaging) 449 

o Individual Product Package SKU’s would still retain their GTIN’s as the primary identifier 450 

as they do today. 451 

o A GTIN will not be used to cover multiple Package SKU’s. 452 

o Individual entities retain a GLN as the unique identifier. 453 

o A GLN will not be used to cover multiple related Entities  454 

o Relationships between Entities will not be maintained by the platform but Subscribers 455 

will be able to maintain  limited relationships within their subset 456 

o Relationships between customer entities and contacts will NOT be maintained by the 457 

Platform. The Platform will have the capability for users to maintain the relationships 458 

between entities, contacts and products but no attempt will be made to systematically 459 

manage the relationships and that must be completed by subscribers themselves.  460 

 Global recognized standards will be leveraged as much as possible and as applicable and 461 

practical.  462 

 Reference data will be detailed enough to develop a plan and implement a prescription for 463 

seed, crop protection and crop nutrition. The GTIN might be enough for documentation 464 

purposes. Additional attributes will be required to create efficiency for the users 465 

(manufacturer all the way down to the grower) 466 

 Data providers and organizations who submit data to AGIIS today will continue to participate 467 

with the new industry Platform in the following ways 468 

o As they do today, currently submitting data to AGIIS 469 

o By hosting their own data and creating an API to access that data. 470 

o By working with a Certified Data Provider (defined elsewhere in this document) to act 471 

as a 3rd party on their behalf. 472 

 Data providers will be able to control who has access to their data through a Platform based 473 

permission system. The permission system will have at least the same permission 474 

granularity of today’s system. 475 

 Users or consumers of data will interact with the Platform by: 476 

o Accessing a website with a graphical user interface to populate or extract data. The 477 

front-end web User Interface would be tailored for each industry segment or product 478 

area. 479 
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o Accessing an API that facilitates machine-to-machine data exchange in a 480 

standardized format. APIs will be restricted to subscribers unless allowed by owner 481 

of APIs. Security will be enforced by the tool. 482 

 AGIIS Platform user’s accounts will be approved and maintained by AgGateway or its agent. 483 

 API’s and other data access methods will have their security validated by AgGateway or its 484 

agent  485 

 The Platform will enable as much user self-service as possible with a minimum of required 486 

“help desk” interaction it will be recognized as being “user friendly” as possible.  487 

 Data ownership remains the same as it is with AGIIS. 488 

 The Platform will provide a place to go to query/download/view project standards especially 489 

code lists that are created specifically for industry level projects. 490 

 The Platform will provide a place to go to maintain/query/download connectivity standards, 491 

i.e., SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) certificates and ebMS AgGateway standards like naming 492 

conventions. Provide ability to set up notifications from this platform to trading partners on 493 

certificate expiration. 494 

 The Platform will provide a hub for notification issuance on connectivity outages and issues. 495 

These would be for the Platform itself and any known outages with partner API or Certified 496 

providers.  497 

 The new platform will continue to send entity subset updates and allow extracts of 498 

information determined by subscriber. (Functionally equivalent to not breaking current 499 

functionality) 500 

 Subscribers will be offered training for the new platform. Training should be available in 501 

webinar format as well as online tutorials. Webinars may be offered live with capture of that 502 

for use by those unable to make scheduled sessions. Platform should make available (links) 503 

to other industry areas such as glossary and standards as is today.  New links could include 504 

the AgGateway wiki or other collaboration capability in use by AgGateway. 505 

We expect that growers/producers would (with a required registration) be allowed to access 506 

data via a web interface for free (note: we could set it up that a grower/producer is allowed 507 

to access the web interface if they agree to verify their own data at least annually 508 

 Companies with very few products (less than 10) would be able to load this information for a 509 

very low fee but would need to conform to our standard rate chart if they want to access 510 

information. The data elements needed for this would include, but not be limited to, product 511 

name, unique ID, and attributes associated with the product (trait, treatment, seed sizes, 512 

packaging, etc.) 513 

 Directory will allow small companies to cost effectively store and share data with the supply 514 

chain partners all the way down to the agronomy systems and machines.  515 

 Directory will be managed at the least cost, focus on cost effective with appropriate 516 

cost/benefit ratio. Architecting the system up front with the vision of scalability and 517 

expansion will reduce rework and maintenance costs in the future.  518 

 The actual cost of the platform will have to be balanced with the perceived value by those 519 

who will be asked to pay for building and maintaining it.  It is seen as having a favorable 520 

cost/benefit ratio by its subscribers. 521 
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 We are expecting the design and implementation to last as a platform for our users at least 522 

10 years (until 2025.) 523 

 Solicitation of proposals for and development of the new Platform will conform to standard 524 

business practices and include appropriate processes and policies for maintenance, backup 525 

and disaster recovery, customer communication and other Service Level Agreement -style 526 

items. 527 

 Development will be conducted and deployed in as platform-agnostic a manner as possible.  528 

So the system will work with all major commonly used browsers and other interface 529 

standards and not limited to specific versions or brands. 530 

Detailed Overview of the Proposed Platform  531 

User Access 532 

The AgGateway Platform does not exist for its own sake.  As a repository and access point for 533 

obtaining, maintaining and disseminating industry standard data and reference information, the 534 

platform concept assumes that individuals, organizations and applications will interact with it.  535 

These users represent industry participants in eBusiness connectivity.  The following sections 536 

describe the nature of users, how they interact with the platform, and what limitations exist on 537 

their activity. 538 

1. Who are Users? 539 

1.1. Individuals.  Each individual that accesses the AgGateway Platform shall be assigned a 540 

unique account.  This account shall be secured by password, to be assigned by the 541 

platform administrator, designee, or individual account holder. 542 

1.2. Organizations.  AgGateway member companies, authorized service providers, 543 

government agencies, and other allied organizations may be assigned one or more 544 

unique accounts.  These accounts shall be secured by password, to be assigned by the 545 

platform administrator, designee or identified organization primary contact. 546 

1.3. Applications.  Programs and processes developed by individuals or organizations which 547 

leverage resources of the AgGateway Platform may be considered users.  In general it 548 

is expected that such programs and processes shall be assigned an organization 549 

account, to be secured and controlled in like manner. 550 

2. What actions can Users take? 551 

2.1. Acting on behalf of themselves, within the AgGateway Platform, users may:  552 

2.1.1. query data in the platform database,  553 

2.1.2. submit requests to edit or delete data;  554 

2.1.3. obtain downloads of data;  555 

2.1.4. update their password or otherwise maintain elements related to their account; 556 

2.1.5. access documentation and other non-database platform resources; and 557 

2.1.6. interact with non-platform resources as defined and authorized by API providers. 558 

2.2. Acting on behalf of others, within the AgGateway Platform, users so authorized may:  559 

2.2.1. update others’ passwords or otherwise administer other user accounts;  560 
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2.2.2. request and create accounts for new users; and  561 

2.2.3. grant or restrict permissions to platform and non-platform resources as 562 

authorized by resource providers.  563 

2.3. Acting on behalf of the AgGateway Platform,  within the AgGateway Platform, users 564 

with applicable roles, authorization and controls may: 565 

2.3.1. perform automated and ad hoc processes,  566 

2.3.2. run programs,  567 

2.3.3. monitor the system, and 568 

2.3.4. produce output for such processes and programs. 569 

3. How do Users access the AgGateway Platform? 570 

3.1. Interfaces 571 

3.1.1. Web interface.  A web-based interface shall be developed to enable users to 572 

query, interact with and access AgGateway Platform resources.   573 

3.1.1.1. The web interface shall conform to current web design best practices and 574 

standards, and be compliant with all applicable regulations. (Ex., ADA web 575 

guidelines.)   576 

3.1.1.2. The web interface shall support mobile presence/applications as much as 577 

possible. 578 

3.1.2. Programmatic interfaces (APIs).  A published API document shall be available to 579 

authorized providers and AgGateway members, enabling secure and reliable 580 

programmatic access to AgGateway Platform resources.  The published API shall 581 

enable development of interactive processes and programs that are compliant with 582 

AgGateway defined access control, authorization and availability of data and 583 

resources.  584 

3.1.3. Messaging interfaces (flat files, XML, EDI or other structured data, XLS/CSV, 585 

etc.)  Data exchange between the AgGateway Platform and users shall be 586 

accomplished by means of defined formats.  The formats may be used by APIs as 587 

well as by EDI, ebXML or manual processes.  Data constructed in document or 588 

message types shall be compliant with applicable standards.    Ag eStandards shall 589 

control all XML document development and, where possible, shall inform 590 

development of schemas specific to the AgGateway Platform.   591 

3.2. Functionality 592 

3.2.1. Direct resource access.  All users shall have direct access to AgGateway 593 

Platform resources as applicable, subject to defined authorization controls.  594 

Application or programmatic access to web site resources is expected to be limited 595 

by reasonable security controls. 596 

3.2.2. Query resources.  Application and Organization users shall be permitted to 597 

programmatically access query resources of the AgGateway Platform.  Definition of 598 

query resources is expected to reside in the API documentation. 599 

3.2.3. Search.  All users shall have direct access to AgGateway Platform resources as 600 

applicable, subject to defined authorization controls.  Application or programmatic 601 

access to web site resources is expected to be limited by reasonable security 602 

controls. 603 
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4. What are the levels of User access? 604 

4.1. Access to centralized AgGateway Platform data.  (I.e., unique identifiers, API resources, 605 

documentation and testing tools, etc.)  User access to AgGateway Platform resources 606 

shall be defined and controlled.   607 

4.1.1. Users may be assigned roles within the context of the platform.  These roles will 608 

determine the level of access to resources and the extent to which they may 609 

interact with the platform.   610 

4.1.2. Roles shall apply, where applicable, to all types of users.   611 

4.1.3. Administrator-level access shall be limited to AgGateway and AgGateway 612 

Platform Administrator personnel.   613 

4.1.4. All access of the platform and its resources shall be logged.  Such logging shall 614 

be maintained by the AgGateway Platform Administrator and may be periodically 615 

inspected by AgGateway or its designee to ensure compliance with defined access 616 

controls. 617 

4.1.5. Access to and controls governing specific platform data and resources shall be 618 

defined by such resources.  Controls must be defined and documented during 619 

development of AgGateway Platform interfaces, applications or processes. 620 

4.2. Access to data distributed via the AgGateway Platform.  Controls shall be maintained 621 

within the platform such that platform users may access permitted resources on remote 622 

systems.  Remote systems are responsible for maintaining their own internal controls as 623 

applicable. 624 

4.3. Access to reporting tools.  Reports and statistics may be available through the 625 

AgGateway Platform.   626 

4.3.1. AgGateway Platform Administrators shall have access to all such reports and 627 

statistics as needed for platform support and maintenance.   628 

4.3.2. AgGateway may request access to such reports and statistics as needed to 629 

communicate to members and market the platform.   630 

4.3.3. All other users shall have access to reports and statistics specific to their areas of 631 

interest and limited by their role. 632 

4.4. Access to testing tools.  Access to testing tools shall be governed by the content.   633 

4.4.1. Tools designed to facilitate integration with AgGateway Platform data shall 634 

incorporate authentication protocols to ensure that users are valid and authorized 635 

for such information.   636 

4.4.2. Testing tools may be developed to support AgGateway connectivity or message 637 

validation.  These resources will be open to the extent allowed by AgGateway or 638 

the applicable governing body. 639 

4.5. Access to documentation.  Access to documentation shall be governed by the content.  640 

All registered users of the AgGateway Platform shall have access to policies, 641 

procedures and documentation specific to the platform’s operation, access and controls. 642 

4.6. Access to proprietary data.  (Today’s “subset” and user administration.)  User-specific 643 

data must be available to the individual, organization or application with which it is 644 

associated.  Maintenance of such specific data is the responsibility of the user.  Users 645 

may authorize other users to access their data, resources or information as applicable 646 
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and defined by platform resources and controls.  Other proprietary data, including 647 

associations, partner information, or published API documentation, remains the property 648 

of the user.  Access to such content by the content owner shall not be limited. 649 

Data Elements 650 

1. Entity: A separate and distinct Individual, Business or Location for which one or more unique 651 

industry identifiers have been assigned. 652 

1.1. Entity records are added and maintained by the Platform user community. Although 653 

some aspects of the Platform may be distributed, Entities will be centrally managed. 654 

Entity records may be managed: 655 

1.1.1. On the Platform website 656 

1.1.2. Bulk file processes 657 

1.2. Entity Types: Entity types will include: Business, Consumer, & Location. 658 

1.2.1. Business: engages in transactions related to products or services consumed by 659 

others. Includes Industry Providers, Manufacturers, Distributors, and Retailers. 660 

1.2.2. Consumer: purchases and uses products or services. Includes End-Use 661 

Business, Farm Business, & Grower. 662 

1.2.3. Location: is a physical place that cannot be identified as a Business or 663 

Consumer. Includes Rail Siding, Drop Point, and Terminal. 664 

1.2.4. At least one classification is required per Entity. An Entity may be both a 665 

Business and a Consumer. The Data Elements required for each Entity Type may 666 

vary. For a complete listing of existing Entity data elements, please see the 667 

attached Appendix 1.  668 

1.3. De-duplication: Company Name, Grower Name, and Address will be examined for 669 

matches so that duplicates may be identified. For a complete listing of existing de-670 

duplication rules, please see the attached Appendix 3 671 

1.4. All Platform Subscribers have access to view all entity records in the Platform directory 672 

using the website or web services. 673 

1.5. Identifiers: GLN - Global Location Number 674 

1.5.1. A 13-digit identifier is based on a prefix from GS-1 675 

1.5.2. All active entity records in AGIIS today have a GLN 676 

1.5.3. New records can be added to the Platform immediately 677 

1.5.4. Subscriber Owned GLN (SO GLN): Platform subscribers who have purchased 678 

the rights to use a GS-1 prefix (from GS-1) can use the prefix to assign a GLN to 679 

the company’s owned locations. 680 

1.5.4.1. Only authorized users from the owning subscriber’s company can add or 681 

maintain records identified with a SO GLN 682 

1.5.4.2. Other users can send a notification from within the Platform to a contact 683 

at the owning company to report inaccurate or missing information on a record 684 

identified with an SO GLN. 685 
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1.5.5. Non-Subscriber Owned GLN: Entities can be identified with a GLN that was 686 

assigned by the owning company (not a Platform subscriber) if the user knows the 687 

identifier when the record is added. 688 

1.5.6. Platform Assigned GLN: Entities that cannot be identified with either of the 689 

previous GLN types are assigned a Platform assigned GLN. 690 

1.6. Entity Subsets 691 

1.6.1. Creating an Entity Subset indicates that you have an interest in specific entity 692 

records and identifiers. 693 

1.6.2. An entity subset is established by a subscriber linking their internal identifier or 694 

prop code to a Platform Entity record’s GLN identifier. 695 

1.6.3. AGIIS Subscribers (excluding subscribers with only search/view privileges) can 696 

include any entity record in their subset. 697 

1.6.4. Entity subsets can be created and maintained by using 698 

1.6.4.1. The Platform website 699 

1.6.4.2. Bulk file process 700 

1.6.4.3. Web services 701 

1.6.5. Once your entity subset is created, you can get a GLN Update Extract file that 702 

will indicate any changes that have been made to any entity record in your subset. 703 

1.6.5.1. The Platform Help Desk administers the scheduling of GLN Update 704 

Extract files. 705 

1.6.5.2. GLN Update Extract files can be delivered daily, weekly, or monthly. 706 

1.7. Duplicate: An entity with the same name and location combination as another entity 707 

within AGIIS. Recent efforts have been successful in eliminating duplicate entities (See 708 

AGIIS Duplicates Task Force for more information). 709 

1.8. Entity Verification: Platform users should be able to submit notification of a potentially 710 

incorrect record to the proper authority (record owner), so that the Platform user 711 

community is connected and collectively reviewing data. 712 

1.8.1. The Platform user interface should provide a readily apparent tool for 713 

communicating data errors.  714 

1.8.2. In the case of a “Self Verified” record (see self-verification below), it may be 715 

assumed that the highest level authority is the record owner, and that self-verified 716 

records are correct. 717 

1.8.3. Self-Verification process: The Platform should allow an Entity’s representative to 718 

register for access to the Platform, gain access to only that Entity’s records, and 719 

submit updates/corrections. Other methods of self-validation should be considered, 720 

such as Point-of-Sale, Mobile Apps, and Email. The matter of defining who has 721 

ownership over an Entity’s records (such as a Retailer over Grower customers) will 722 

require further analysis but should be considered when building Platform 723 

functionality. 724 

1.8.4. For current validation requirements, see Appendix 4 on current Entity 725 

Enumeration Rules (reference Dun & Bradstreet Transition Task Force 726 

Recommendations).  727 
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1.9. Possible Future Expansion: It may be desired to establish child elements that belong to 728 

the parent Entity. Examples could include: 729 

1.9.1. Fields/Blocks with GPS boundaries and unique identifiers. 730 

1.9.2. Tanks/Bins/Delivery Points with GPS coordinates and unique identifiers. 731 

1.9.3. Machine/Implement identification and settings. 732 

2. Product:  Ag Industry Products and their packaging configurations. Under the new concept 733 

of the AgGateway Platform, Product sources may be distributed. 734 

2.1. Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is the AgGateway standard unique identifier for 735 

agricultural products in AGIIS today. 736 

2.1.1. The 14-digit code consists of: 737 

2.1.1.1. A package level code 738 

2.1.1.2. Manufacturer GS-1 prefix 739 

2.1.1.3. Package Size ID 740 

2.1.1.4. Check Digit 741 

2.2. Products will be added and maintained in the Platform by the manufacturer.  742 

2.3. Product/Agreement links are established by the manufacturer to indicate that purchase 743 

of the product requires a license. 744 

2.4. All Platform Subscribers have access to view all products in the directory using the 745 

website or web services. (Update with Permission Settings??) Yes, look up 746 

documentation on permission settings. 747 

2.5. Platform Subscribers (excluding subscribers with only search/view privileges) can 748 

download any or all product records from AGIIS. 749 

2.6. Product records in the Platform will be comprised of 4 levels 750 

2.6.1. Manufacturer 751 

2.6.2. Product 752 

2.6.3. Package size 753 

2.6.4. Package configuration (GTIN level)  754 

2.7. AGIIS users can report inaccurate or missing product information to the manufacturer 755 

from within the product record on the Platform website. 756 

2.8. Product Directory Layout: 757 
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 758 

2.9. Product Subsets: 759 

2.9.1. Creating a product subset indicates that you have an interest in specific products. 760 

2.9.2. A product subset is established by a subscriber linking their internal product 761 

identifier or prop code to a product’s GTIN in the Platform. 762 

2.9.3. Platform Subscribers can include any manufacturers’ product in their product 763 

subset depending on the security levels set by the manufacturer.  764 

2.9.4. The manufacturer  has the option to use product security settings of “Exclude”, 765 

“Include” or “Open” to control who may access their product information. 766 

2.9.5. Excludes subscribers with only search/view privileges 767 

2.9.6. Product subsets can be created and maintained by using: 768 

2.9.6.1. Bulk file process / Product Subset Update (ASCII or XML) 769 

2.9.6.2. Platform website   770 

2.9.7. Once your product subset is created, you can get a product extract file that will 771 

indicate any changes that have been made to any product in your product subset. 772 

2.9.8. Security: Via either a web interface or batch processes, Product owners have 773 

access to three mutually exclusive security settings: Open (default), Exclude, & 774 

Include. These settings can be configured at the company level or at the individual 775 

product level. ‘Exclude’ would cause chosen subscribers to be excluded from 776 

viewing products. ‘Include’ would cause only the selected subscribers to be allowed 777 

to view products.  778 

2.10. Possible Future Expansion: 779 

2.10.1. Appropriate end-use of animal feed. 780 

2.10.2. Field Locations (Entities) where Seed or other Product has been applied. 781 
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2.10.3. Expansion of data elements associated with a bag of seed (i.e. seed size, seed 782 

weight, required planter settings), particularly package sizes for Live Plant Tray 783 

Configurations: Plugs, Bedding Plants, Baskets, Trays, and other greenhouse 784 

related packages. 785 

2.10.4. EPA Label and Regulatory based information, such as state registrations, 786 

shipping restrictions, label directions for use, label ingredients, worker protection 787 

safety information. 788 

2.10.5. Possible Animal Health products: medicines, vaccines, prescription based 789 

products, feed additives. 790 

2.10.6. Service products such as field scouting, soil sampling, application methods, 791 

tillage, tissue sampling, insurance. 792 

3. License: A License gives entities the right to use an Agreement posted by a manufacturer. 793 

3.1. Licenses are cross-referenced to an entity identifier by the manufacturer of the 794 

designated Agreement. A single Entity record can have multiple licenses.  795 

3.2. Security is established by the Agreement owner who determines which AGIIS 796 

subscriber companies can view licenses associated with the agreement. 797 

3.3. License Extracts: Manufacturers who have Agreements loaded in AGIIS can schedule 798 

an extract of all licenses under their agreement. 799 

3.3.1. Other subscribers can schedule an extract of licenses associated with entities in 800 

their GLN subset (as long as they have been approved to see the licenses by the 801 

Agreement owner.) 802 

3.3.2. You can choose to extract all licenses in your subscriber’s subset or just those 803 

that have been added or updated since the last run date shown on the extract. 804 

3.4. Possible Future Expansion: 805 

3.4.1. Facility inspections, organic certifications, Audit certifications (GAP audit), DOT 806 

certifications, data licensing, restricted use permits. 807 

4. Agreement: An Agreement is a statement defined by manufacturers regarding terms of use. 808 

4.1. Agreements are added by the manufacturer into the Platform. 809 

4.2. Agreements are linked to Products. 810 

4.3. Data Linkage: Products are linked to Agreements, Agreements are owned by a 811 

Manufacturer and are associated with Licenses, and Licenses are associated with 812 

Entities (Growers). 813 

4.4. Multiple Agreements can be linked to a single Product. 814 

5. Additional Unique Identifiers 815 

5.1. Extended GLN: for potential use with storage facilities, fields, etc. associated with a 816 

farming operation or other business. 817 

5.2. UUID: Universally Unique Identifier For elements of the AgGateway Platform for which 818 

unique identifiers, such as GLN’s and GTIN’s, exist, the Platform will attempt to use the 819 

existing industry recognized identifier. For any element not identified in such a way, it is 820 

desired that a UUID be used as the preferred identifier. Occasionally UUID and GUID 821 

are used interchangeably. Please see 5.2 below for the definition of GUID. 822 
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5.3. GUID (Globally Unique Identifier): A unique, randomly generated reference number 823 

used as an identifier in computer software. The term GUID typically refers to various 824 

implementations of the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) standard.  GUIDs are 825 

usually stored as 128-bit values, and are commonly displayed as 32 hexadecimal digits 826 

with groups separated by hyphens, such as 21EC2020-3AEA-1069-A2DD-827 

08002B30309D. GUIDs generated from random numbers contain 6 fixed bits saying 828 

they are random and 122 random bits, the total number of unique such GUIDs is 2122 829 

or 5.3×1036. This number is so large that the probability of the same number being 830 

generated randomly twice is negligible; however other GUID versions have different 831 

uniqueness properties and probabilities, ranging from guaranteed uniqueness to likely 832 

non-uniqueness. 833 

5.4. Other existing Unique Identifiers may be used as appropriate such as Global Individual 834 

Asset Number (GIAN) or Global Returnable Asset Identifier (GRAI), etc. 835 

6. Sources 836 

6.1. Master/Core Data: is often proprietary or otherwise internally generated, maintained and 837 

“owned” in some sense.  838 

6.1.1. One of the challenges of defining this is data can fall into both being master and 839 

reference in nature  840 

6.1.2. Example: subscriber-owned GLN is both master and reference data depending 841 

upon the relative position of the player. GTIN assigned by a manufacturer is 842 

another example.  843 

6.1.3. Master/Core data is likely to be distributed in nature, as the ‘owner’ may want to 844 

house that data internally and provide access to Platform users. 845 

6.2. Reference Data: Unique identifiers and the associated attributes that are used in 846 

various business processes. Reference data is generally static.  It may be used to 847 

categorize other data.  Reference data managed by an organization, such as a 848 

standards group, may be used to relate one set of master data to another.  849 

6.2.1. Reference data may be distributed in that it is housed by a standards group or 850 

other such organization (U.N, ISO, etc.) 851 

6.2.2. Reference data may also be hosted on the AgGateway Platform. One example of 852 

this are the Code Tables used in AGIIS today (reference Appendix 2 for examples) 853 

6.3. Data providers will continue to participate either: 854 

6.3.1. As they do today, submitting data to AGIIS 855 

6.3.2. Or by hosting their own data and creating an API to access that data. 856 

6.3.3. Or by working with a Certified Data Provider to act as a 3rd party on their behalf. 857 

6.4. API’s: Application Programming Interface. A specification intended to be used as an 858 

interface by software components to communicate with each other. May include 859 

routines, data structures, object classes and variables. Some API’s can be called from 860 

multiple programming languages. 861 

6.4.1. Benefits: 862 

6.4.1.1. Recipient Partner: Gains the ability to easily and efficiently access 863 

reference data, templates, etc. Also can transact and manage business 864 

events using appropriate data elements 865 
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6.4.1.2. Reference Data Creator Gains the ability to easily and efficiently supply 866 

reference data, templates, etc. Can also control access to proprietary data 867 

and secure data by hosting it internally and govern access.  868 

6.4.2. For specific data element requirements for the platform API, reference the 869 

section on Application Programming Interfaces. 870 

7. Additional Standards: The Platform should incorporate additional standards from 871 

internationally recognized/well-known organizations such as the United Nations, the 872 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and the United States Department of 873 

Agriculture. If these 3rd Party organizations provide this data via website, the Platform 874 

should be capable of referring interested parties to the site. If the 3rd Party data is not 875 

available as a direct link to the source, AgGateway should pursue hosting relevant data 876 

directly within the Platform, if the 3rd Party is willing to grant permission to do so. 877 

8. Relationship Management/Data Linkages: The intention of the Platform is that data will be 878 

provided at a level of granularity that allows the management of the platform to meet 879 

industry needs by providing unique identifiers and associated data elements. The Platform is 880 

not intended for the management of data linkages (relationships), but rather provides the 881 

elements so that Platform users can do so in their own internal systems. The Platform will 882 

support the User’s implementation of those relationships. 883 

9. Data elements described have not been determined to be required or optional data 884 

elements at this point, but will determined later. 885 

Security Requirements  886 

Security is the term used to identify the processes, tools and practices by which data is 887 

controlled within the AgGateway Platform.  Issues of data privacy, ownership and confidentiality 888 

are considered here, but are also governed by policies of user roles and access rights.  The 889 

specifics of which data or information may require security controls, and to what extent, will 890 

largely be the purview of the detailed design specifications for each storage solution, application 891 

and interface.  This section does not attempt to define security to that level of granularity; rather, 892 

it is intended to outline the minimum requirements under which security is to be implemented at 893 

any level of the platform. 894 

1. AgGateway Platform General Security 895 

1.1. System security.  The system shall be secured in such a way as to allow users access 896 

to data and reference materials to the limits of their individual access privileges, while 897 

complying with best practices for access control, version control, physical security and 898 

regulatory compliance. 899 

1.2. Application security.  Application level security shall be defined by the content.  900 

Applications shall be restricted to authorized and authenticated users. 901 

1.2.1. The AgGateway Platform may, as desired and defined by AgGateway, host 902 

publicly available information.  Such information can include but is not limited to 903 

press releases, contact information, white papers and other value proposition 904 

documentation, and industry supporters.  Information or applications that support 905 

such information may not require authentication to access, as defined and at the 906 

discretion of AgGateway. 907 

1.2.2. Applications that interface with other web sites or APIs must not compromise the 908 

security of off-platform resources. 909 

1.3. Data security.   910 
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1.3.1. Data stored in a central repository on the AgGateway Platform shall be secured 911 

to prevent unauthorized or accidental access. 912 

1.3.1.1. Industry identifiers for entities and products, as well as elements or 913 

attributes deemed valuable for centralized access shall be stored and secured 914 

in the AgGateway Platform. 915 

1.3.1.2. Use cases, business process documentation, or other industry 916 

information of confidential or proprietary nature may be stored and secured on 917 

the platform. 918 

1.3.2. Access to data stored in a central repository on the AgGateway Platform shall be 919 

logged and those logs regularly inspected by AgGateway or its designee. 920 

1.3.3. Storage of Personally Identifiable Information as defined by applicable regulation 921 

is discouraged in the AgGateway Platform.   922 

1.3.3.1. Such information may be requested or retained as needed to enable 923 

specific business processes.   924 

1.3.3.2. Access to such data must also be logged and regularly reviewed. 925 

1.3.4. Use of industry best practices in data retention, encryption and access control is 926 

required. 927 

1.4. Requirements for the host provider. 928 

1.4.1. The AgGateway Platform Administrator is responsible for developing and 929 

maintaining a policy for access to and control of any physical resources needed to 930 

host and maintain the platform. 931 

1.4.2. The administrator is responsible for developing and maintaining appropriate 932 

backup, archival and disaster recovery policies.  Periodic review of such policies, 933 

as well as plan testing as applicable, shall be defined and monitored by 934 

AgGateway. 935 

2. AgGateway Platform API controls.   936 

2.1. Authentication and authorization.  Per AgGateway web service recommendation 937 

guidelines, authentication (or ensuring that a requestor is who they present themselves 938 

to be) is not expected as required functionality.  Where authorization (ensuring that a 939 

presented user account has valid access to a system) is needed, it shall conform to 940 

“basic” functionality as defined in the web service recommendations. 941 

2.2. Data integrity.  Integrity of presented data is the responsibility of the storage system.   942 

2.2.1. Where data is centralized on the AgGateway Platform, edits and business rules 943 

shall be adopted and implemented to ensure format and content is consistent with 944 

industry defined requirements.   945 

2.2.2. Information stored off-platform is the responsibility of the resource provider.  946 

Format and content rules may be defined by the provider but should be consistent 947 

with industry needs as much as is practical. 948 

2.3. Rate limiting controls.  Where applicable, the AgGateway Platform may implement 949 

controls as needed to ensure the availability of data and services to users as 950 

appropriate. 951 

2.4. Partner security practices and certification.  The AgGateway Platform may, where 952 

applicable, implement such processes as are needed to ensure the security of the 953 
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platform and data contained within it.  Integration partners are expected to comply with 954 

such processes and practices. 955 

3. AgGateway Platform User security. 956 

3.1. Accounts and controls. 957 

3.1.1. AgGateway Platform User accounts shall be created, configured and maintained 958 

within the platform application.  Initial creation of the user accounts shall be 959 

performed by the AgGateway Platform Administrator, or by users with rights to 960 

create accounts at peer or subordinate levels of access. 961 

3.1.2. Initial user passwords shall be system generated.  The user must change the 962 

initial password upon their first connection.  Password policies shall be developed 963 

and enforced by the AgGateway Platform Administrator with concurrence from 964 

AgGateway. 965 

3.1.3. Non-administrator Users shall not have access to increase their own system 966 

privileges or those of other users.  Requests for permissions changes must be 967 

reviewed and acted upon by the AgGateway Platform Administrator or designee. 968 

3.1.4. Password data shall be encrypted within the AgGateway Application.  Any email 969 

confirmation or notification that contains a password shall not be retained within the 970 

platform, and the only recipient shall be the user with which the password is 971 

associated. 972 

3.1.5. User roles shall be defined with applicable access privileges and controls.  Roles 973 

may be specific to levels of authority within the AgGateway Platform or to specific 974 

application access, as defined by AgGateway and the AgGateway Platform 975 

Administrator.  Roles shall be further defined once applicable Phase 1 applications 976 

and interfaces are decided upon and documented. 977 

3.1.6. Non-administrator Users shall in no case have authority to delete or change data 978 

to which they do not have ownership rights. 979 

3.1.7. All creation of, changes to or removal of user accounts shall be logged within the 980 

AgGateway Platform.  These logs shall be periodically reviewed by AgGateway or 981 

its designee. 982 

3.2. Access controls.  Access to the AgGateway Platform, its content and applications shall 983 

be defined by the application and leverage defined user roles as applicable. 984 

3.2.1. AgGateway Platform-wide Administrator-level access shall be reserved for 985 

designated AgGateway or AgGateway Platform users only. 986 

3.2.2. API or other off-platform processes which leverage AgGateway Platform 987 

resources shall not have administrator-level access.  Such processes and 988 

programs shall have unique, designated accounts.  Such accounts will be logged, 989 

and the logs reviewed regularly by AgGateway, the AgGateway Platform 990 

Administrator, or designee. 991 

3.3. Implications for User Portal concept.  It is expected that there are security 992 

considerations specific to a User Portal that may be developed as a second phase of 993 

the platform functionality.  These considerations are out of scope for the first phase of 994 

development, and not addressed by this document. 995 
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Application Programming Interface (API) Requirements   996 

The majority of the included API documentation was generated by the AgGateway Standardized 997 

Precision Ag Data Exchange (SPADE1) Project, in particular Working Group 3. While the 998 

verbiage may in some cases reference that specific project, the design principles, 999 

recommendations and requirements were deemed applicable to the AgGateway Platform as 1000 

well. 1001 

The SPADE Project involves the trading/sharing of agricultural data between farmers and the 1002 

companies with the goal of promoting efficient operations. This data sharing requires the use of 1003 

a common language among companies and equipment manufacturers. The SPADE Project 1004 

Team intends to adopt existing standards and if a gap exists, develop standards for the 1005 

automatic exchange of ag-related data between customers, businesses, and other 1006 

stakeholders. These standards will promote a seamless, scalable and sustainable producer 1007 

operation by lowering the barrier for adoption of precision agriculture products. Agriculture 1008 

companies will benefit by removing interoperability issues, thereby lowering development costs. 1009 

One of the project deliverables is documentation of the API’s required to share reference data 1010 

(primarily product identifiers but also base data like soils, production practices, etc.), from the 1011 

manufacturer database (product owner) and the systems using the data. 1012 

Within the SPADE API recommendations, the concept of having individual API providers 1013 

registered to a central directory service was brought about. The directory service would be 1014 

hosted by AgGateway and it would be the ‘yellow pages’ of where to go to find reference data. If 1015 

a software package, such as a FMIS (Farm Management Information System) needed to 1016 

retrieve seed data, it would first ask the directory service for a list of seed data providers. It 1017 

could then query the individual API’s for the actual seed data. The individual API’s might reside 1018 

on other AgGateway systems, Manufacturer websites, or on 3rd Party (Service Provider) 1019 

systems. This is consistent with the AgGateway Platform concept proposed throughout this 1020 

document. Examples of sample API’s created by SPADE are available in Appendix 4. 1021 

1. AgGateway Platform API Structure 1022 

1.1. Directory Service. The AgGateway Platform will serve as a Directory Service which 1023 

contains a list of Endpoints for retrieving requested data. The Directory Service will not 1024 

store reference data itself, but it will contain certain information about Endpoints and the 1025 

type of data provided by each Endpoint that will allow Users to search by broad 1026 

categories. 1027 

1.1.1. Endpoint Registration. The Platform will provide a path for an Endpoint provider 1028 

to register their Endpoint including: 1029 

1.1.1.1. Location (URL - Uniform Resource Locator). 1030 

1.1.1.2. Protocol for interaction (SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol, JSON - 1031 

JavaScript Object Notation, etc.). 1032 

1.1.1.3. Category and subcategories of data that are provided. 1033 

1.1.2. Endpoint Certification. Once registered an Endpoint will be certified to be 1034 

functional and providing data according to AgGateway Platform guidelines. Periodic 1035 

reviews will be conducted to verify that Endpoints are performing according to 1036 

AgGateway Platform standards. 1037 

1.1.3. Architecture. The Directory Service will function as a Representational State 1038 

Transfer (REST)ful API returning XML (Extensible Markup Language) or JSON 1039 

results. 1040 
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1.1.4. Endpoint Directories. Each Endpoint provider will register according to a 1041 

predefined list of categories. A provider may offer multiple categories. The 1042 

categories will include but are not limited to: 1043 

1.1.4.1. Products 1044 

1.1.4.1.1. Seed 1045 

1.1.4.1.1.1. Brand 1046 

1.1.4.1.1.2. Company 1047 

1.1.4.1.1.3. Crop 1048 

1.1.4.1.1.4. Trait 1049 

1.1.4.1.1.5. Variety 1050 

1.1.4.1.1.6. …. (Categories should be flexible for future growth) 1051 

1.1.4.1.1.7. SPADE Project Proof-of-Concept API exists if needed for 1052 

samples and reference. 1053 

1.1.4.1.2. Chemical 1054 

1.1.4.1.2.1. Brand 1055 

1.1.4.1.2.2. Company 1056 

1.1.4.1.2.3. Use/Type/?? (Herbicide, Insecticide, etc.) 1057 

1.1.4.1.2.4. Pests Controlled 1058 

1.1.4.1.2.5. Registered States 1059 

1.1.4.1.2.6. ….. (Categories should be flexible for future growth) 1060 

1.1.4.1.3. Fertilizer 1061 

1.1.4.1.3.1. Company 1062 

1.1.4.1.3.2. ….. (Categories should be flexible for future growth) 1063 

1.1.4.2. Other Reference Data (Not Used Previously/May only be a resource, not 1064 

an API) 1065 

1.1.4.2.1. Weather 1066 

1.1.4.2.1.1. NOAA 1067 

1.1.4.2.1.2. … (International?) 1068 

1.1.4.2.2. Crop Codes 1069 

1.1.4.2.2.1. USDA Commodity Validation Tables 1070 

1.1.4.2.2.2. … (International?) 1071 

1.1.4.2.3. Standard Units of Measurement 1072 

1.1.4.2.3.1. UN/CEFACT 1073 

1.1.4.2.4. Country Codes 1074 

1.1.4.2.4.1. ISO 1075 

1.1.4.2.5. Equipment 1076 
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1.1.4.2.5.1. AGCO (SPADE Project API Documented) 1077 

1.1.4.2.5.2. John Deere (SPADE Project API Documented) 1078 

1.1.4.2.5.3. …. 1079 

1.1.4.3. Entities will NOT be distributed 1080 

1.1.4.4. Licenses/Agreements will NOT be distributed 1081 

1.2. Distributed Endpoint API’s. After receiving the list of Endpoints, an AgGateway Platform 1082 

API user should have enough information to then interact with an Endpoint API.  1083 

1.2.1. Endpoint Architecture. There is a preference towards REST but allows use of 1084 

SOAP or other architecture where appropriate. 1085 

1.2.2. Endpoint API Requests.  1086 

1.2.2.1. Documentation. Each Endpoint API provider will provide API 1087 

documentation that is accessible by Platform users. The data objects and 1088 

associated attributes may vary between API providers, even within the same 1089 

Product categories, as long as appropriate documentation has been 1090 

established. 1091 

1.2.3. AGIIS as an Endpoint. AGIIS itself will be a 3rd Party Provider within the 1092 

AgGateway Platform. Reference Data providers may elect to either host their own 1093 

data in accordance with the AgGateway Platform or to have their data hosted within 1094 

AGIIS per whatever usage agreements that may be established. 1095 

1.2.3.1. AGIIS Web service Updates. As a 3rd Party Provider and also as the 1096 

premier AgGateway Platform resource, AGIIS API functionality should 1097 

represent the best practices that other participants should adopt. 1098 

2. Authentication/Authorization.  1099 

2.1. Definitions:  1100 

2.1.1. Authentication: is the act of confirming the truth of an attribute of a datum or 1101 

entity. 1102 

2.1.2. Authorization: The process of authorization is distinct from that of authentication. 1103 

Whereas authentication is the process of verifying that "you are who you say you 1104 

are", authorization is the process of verifying that "you are permitted to do what you 1105 

are trying to do". Authorization thus presupposes authentication. 1106 

2.2. Directory Service: No authentication would be required for accessing the AgGateway 1107 

Platform directory service.  1108 

2.3. Endpoint API’s: HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) Basic authentication would be used 1109 

initially for services requiring authentication.  1110 

2.3.1. If basic authentication is needed, all requests made to the server need to be 1111 

properly authenticated with valid credentials. If a request fails to provide 1112 

authentication, the server will return HTTP Error 401, "Unauthorized." The client is 1113 

expected to pass the valid credentials in a request Authorization header. The 1114 

Authorization header is constructed by implementing the following steps: 1115 

2.3.1.1. Encode the string "username:password" using the Base64 encoding 1116 

scheme, where username is the client's username and password is the client's 1117 

password as provided by the service provider. 1118 
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2.3.1.2. Prefix the encoded string created in Step 1 with the string "Basic" 1119 

terminated by a whitespace. 1120 

Glossary 1121 

Use of a common vocabulary in AgGateway requires a common repository for terms, phrases 1122 

and abbreviations that may have different meanings in different contexts. The AgGateway 1123 

Platform itself will have terms, phrases and abbreviations that require explanation and 1124 

accessibility for users. Given the assumption that the platform will be the first point of contact for 1125 

agriculture standards, it made sense to incorporate the work done by others into the platform. 1126 

The following requirements heavily leverage the work of the Precision Ag Council and the 1127 

Future Vision Task Force thanks them for their efforts in compiling this list. 1128 

1.0 Purpose. AgGateway will create and maintain a “comprehensive agriculture glossary” for 1129 

agriculture. 1130 

1.1 Reason One.  Today terms and/or phrases (term/terms) are used in agriculture that 1131 

are the same but the definitions are very different, which creates communication 1132 

challenges; this situation also applies to the creation a new term within production 1133 

agriculture and only a part of agriculture is aware of the changes, both situations 1134 

need a single “comprehensive agriculture glossary” to address these challenges.  1135 

1.2 Reason Two.  There is a need for the coordination and integration of the various 1136 

existing glossaries in agriculture to create a single “comprehensive agriculture 1137 

glossary”. 1138 

1.3 Reason Three. The lack of a “comprehensive agriculture glossary” has been an 1139 

impediment to efficient and effective communication between disparate technologies 1140 

and software. 1141 

1.4 Reason Four.  There is a need for a “comprehensive agriculture glossary” in 1142 

agriculture education and business to promote effective and efficient communication 1143 

and training. 1144 

2.0 Goal. AgGateway will create and maintain a “comprehensive agriculture glossary”, which 1145 

will be a one-stop location for agriculture “term and acronym” definitions that can be used by 1146 

all segments of agriculture for the express purpose of supporting accurate communication 1147 

and business transactions while improving understanding between the various segments of 1148 

agriculture.  1149 

3.0 Uniqueness.  The AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” is different in content, 1150 

context and purpose than other AgGateway resources.  The AgGateway “comprehensive 1151 

agriculture glossary”: 1152 

3.1 Is unique because of its comprehensive nature. The content is a compilation of other 1153 

glossaries that are built within agriculture, which are built for the agriculture segment 1154 

they are servicing, i.e. irrigation for irrigation, fertilizer for fertilizer, etc.   1155 

3.2 Incorporates the terms from various agriculture segments so the meaning of a term 1156 

can be placed in context of its use.   1157 

3.3 Includes all of the terms and definitions that are created by its various Industry 1158 

Segment Councils, Projects, Task Forces, and Working Groups; it will be the “go to” 1159 

location for a term, its definition, context, and source.  1160 

3.4 Identifies “legal” and “transaction” terms in one location; allowing a person or 1161 

company to understand the legal terms and how they may interact with or impact the 1162 
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transaction terms.  Legal terms will be “top down” based, meaning they will come 1163 

directly from the regulators.  Transaction terms will be “bottom up” based, meaning 1164 

they will come directly from the daily point of use. 1165 

3.5 Bridges the “legal” and “transaction” terms as well as providing the necessary linkage 1166 

of a term, with key data elements identified in the definition of the term, to the 1167 

required data elements identified in a data dictionary. 1168 

4.0 Access.  Anyone who is in agriculture will have access to the “comprehensive agriculture 1169 

glossary”, as there is no proprietary value to a term / definition.  1170 

5.0 Creation and Maintenance - General.  The AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture 1171 

glossary” creation and maintenance will be accomplished through active engagement and 1172 

collaboration with other agriculture groups; and supplemented by a structured creation and 1173 

maintenance process within AgGateway.  1174 

5.1 The “comprehensive agriculture glossary” development and maintenance will be 1175 

coordinated with groups like the USDA, AEF, ASABE, AEMP, ISO, and 1176 

others.  Collaboration with these various groups will add value to the Glossary, 1177 

specifically in the building of electronic data standards and data clearinghouses for 1178 

eBusiness.  1179 

5.2 Each term in the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” will be assigned to an 1180 

AgGateway Industry Segment Council (Council) to “control” the approval and/or 1181 

modification of the definition of the term.   1182 

5.3 Each Council will have a member of the Council assigned to be the contact point for 1183 

the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” terms and definitions. This person will be 1184 

publicly identified and will be a member of the AgGateway Standards and Guidelines 1185 

Committee. 1186 

5.4 The AgGateway Standards and Guidelines Committee will be responsible for the 1187 

creation and maintenance oversight of the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” after 1188 

initial approval of a term by a Council. 1189 

5.5 The AgGateway Standards and Guidelines Committee will oversee the rules for use 1190 

and engagement of the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” for all users.   1191 

5.6 The AgGateway Standards and Guidelines Committee will appoint one person to be 1192 

the gatekeeper of the “glossary” terms. 1193 

6.0 Structure - Control Categories. 1194 

6.1 The AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” uses a “category” control and 1195 

identification system that identifies the priority value of the term and the context of 1196 

the term and its definition.    1197 

6.1.1 The “category” system is the basis for the comprehensive aggregation of 1198 

agriculture terms from various agriculture segments because it allows the 1199 

uniqueness and integrity of a term and definition to be maintained, even 1200 

though the term identified may have multiple meanings. 1201 

6.1.2 The “category” system will allow every person who accesses and uses 1202 

the “glossary” to correctly identify the value of the term and understand 1203 

the term in the “context” of its use.    1204 

6.2 The “comprehensive agriculture glossary” uses “Control Categories” to establish the 1205 

priority value and initial context for a term’s meaning and use. 1206 
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6.2.1 The rules of prioritization of Control Categories are as follows:   1207 

6.2.1.1 The Control Category definition and key words will be used to 1208 

determine the value of a term and its initial context.   1209 

6.2.1.2 The highest Control Category (1 being the highest value) has the 1210 

highest value and priority.    1211 

6.2.2 A term that is assigned to the highest Control Category will be the term of 1212 

greatest value and should be the primary term used in developing e-1213 

business communication.   1214 

6.3 There are 8 primary Control Categories in the “comprehensive agriculture glossary”.  1215 

In priority order of value, the Control Categories are: 1216 

6.3.1 Ag Law: In agriculture; a rule of conduct or action recognized as binding 1217 

or enforced by a controlling authority; the control brought about by the 1218 

existence or enforcement of law. 1219 

6.3.1.1 Ag Law is the highest Control Category in establishing the priority 1220 

value of a term and definition.   1221 

6.3.1.2 Ag Law has a Control Category numerical identification of 1. 1222 

6.3.1.3 A term defined in Ag Law cannot be changed by AgGateway or 1223 

any other agriculture organization.   1224 

6.3.2 Standards: Something established by an authority that is; an explicit set 1225 

of requirements for an item, material, component, system or service that 1226 

serves as a basis for comparison, a set of instructions for performing 1227 

operations or functions, a formal established terminology. 1228 

6.3.2.1 Standards are the second level of priority value for terms and 1229 

definitions.   1230 

6.3.2.2 Standards have a Control Category numerical identification of 2.    1231 

6.3.2.3 A term defined in Standards may be subject to change through the 1232 

AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” creation and 1233 

maintenance process or by the action of other standards 1234 

organizations.  1235 

6.3.3 Commerce and Trade: The whole system of an economy that constitutes 1236 

an environment for business; the creation of products, goods, and 1237 

services from resources, the transfer of ownership of goods and services 1238 

from one person or entity to another by getting something in exchange 1239 

from the buyer, the interchange of goods or commodities, business. 1240 

6.3.3.1 Commerce and Trade are the third level of priority value for terms 1241 

and definitions.   1242 

6.3.3.2 Commerce and Trade has a Control Category numerical 1243 

identification of 3.    1244 

6.3.3.3 A term defined in Commerce and Trade may be subject to change 1245 

through the AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” 1246 

creation and maintenance process or by the action of other 1247 

standards organizations.  1248 
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6.3.4 Economics and Finance: The science that deals with the production, 1249 

distribution, and consumption of goods and services, or the material 1250 

welfare of humans; to include but not limited to all financial decisions, 1251 

positions, assets, revenue, expenses, marketing and sales, and rate of 1252 

return. 1253 

6.3.4.1 Economics and Finance are the fourth level of priority value for 1254 

terms and definitions.   1255 

6.3.4.2 Economics and Finance has a Control Category numerical 1256 

identification of 4.    1257 

6.3.4.3 A term defined in Economics and Finance may be subject to 1258 

change through the AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture 1259 

glossary” creation and maintenance process or by the action of 1260 

other standards organizations.  1261 

6.3.5 Resources: A source of supply, support or aid that can be readily drawn 1262 

upon as needed; materials or other assets that are transformed to 1263 

produce benefit and in the process may be consumed or made 1264 

unavailable. 1265 

6.3.5.1 Resources are the fifth level of priority value for terms and 1266 

definitions.   1267 

6.3.5.2 Resources have a Control Category numerical identification of 5.     1268 

6.3.5.3 A term defined in Resources may be subject to change through 1269 

the AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” creation and 1270 

maintenance process or by the action of other standards 1271 

organizations.  1272 

6.3.6 Ecology and Climate: The aggregate of surroundings of things, 1273 

conditions, or influences in a physical system that include air, water, 1274 

temperature, soil, minerals, and all other external factors (physical and 1275 

biological) surrounding and affecting a given organism at any time; the 1276 

relationships that living organisms have with respect to each other and 1277 

their natural ecosystem and environment; the historical statistics of 1278 

temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind, rainfall, atmospheric 1279 

particle count and other meteorological elemental measurements in a 1280 

given region over a long period of time; a climate system has five 1281 

components: atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, land surface, and 1282 

biosphere; to include weather, the daily state of the atmosphere, 1283 

temperature, precipitation. 1284 

6.3.6.1 Ecology and Climate are the sixth level of priority value for terms 1285 

and definitions.   1286 

6.3.6.2 Ecology and Climate has a Control Category numerical 1287 

identification of 6.    1288 

6.3.6.3 A term defined in Ecology and Climate may be subject to change 1289 

through the AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” 1290 

creation and maintenance process or by the action of other 1291 

standards organizations.  1292 
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6.3.7 Information Technology and Systems: The use of hardware, firmware, 1293 

and software to acquire, process, store, and disseminate vocal, pictorial, 1294 

textual, and numerical information by a microelectronics-based 1295 

combination of computing and telecommunication; includes computer 1296 

software, information systems, computer hardware, firmware, 1297 

programming languages, processes, data constructs that renders data, 1298 

information, or perceived knowledge in a network or data base system 1299 

6.3.7.1 Information Technology and Systems are the seventh level of 1300 

priority value for terms and definitions.   1301 

6.3.7.2 Information Technology and Systems has a Control Category 1302 

numerical identification of 7.    1303 

6.3.7.3 A term defined in Information Technology and Systems may be 1304 

subject to change through the AgGateway “comprehensive 1305 

agriculture glossary” creation and maintenance process or by the 1306 

action of other standards organizations.  1307 

6.3.8 Common: General, commonly used terms that do not fit into the previous 1308 

7 control categories. 1309 

6.3.8.1 Common are the eighth level of priority value for terms and 1310 

definitions.   1311 

6.3.8.2 Common has a Control Category numerical identification of 8.    1312 

6.3.8.3 A term defined in Common may be subject to change through the 1313 

AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture glossary” creation and 1314 

maintenance process or by the action of other standards 1315 

organizations.  1316 

7.0 Structure – Categories and Sub-Categories. 1317 

7.1 Each Control Category in the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” has defined 1318 

Categories and Sub-Categories.  The purpose of the Categories and Sub-Categories 1319 

is to systematically establish the “context” of the term so the integrity of the definition 1320 

is maintained for the term identified.   1321 

7.1.1 The Categories and Sub-Categories are defined in the “comprehensive 1322 

agriculture glossary”.   1323 

7.1.2 Each Category and Sub-Category definition identifies “key words” that will 1324 

be used to determine the term’s value and context.  1325 

7.1.3 Categories and Sub-Categories can be added, deleted, or modified at any 1326 

time by recommendation of an AgGateway Council and approval of the 1327 

Standards and Guidelines Committee. 1328 

7.2 The systematic development of Control Categories, Categories, and Sub-Categories 1329 

allows for the development of a numerical identification protocol of the categories.  In 1330 

numerical form the Control Category, Category, and Sub-Category will follow the 1331 

following format: 1332 

7.2.1 The Control Category will be identified by the numeric prefix to the 1333 

Category and will be the first number listed: Control Category = 1.0, 2.0, 1334 

3.0, etc.   1335 
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7.2.2 The Category will be identified by the first number after the Control 1336 

Category number. The Category will be identified by a one-tenth numeric 1337 

value = 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, etc.   1338 

7.2.3 The Sub-Category will be identified by the first number after the Category 1339 

number. The Sub-Category will be identified by a one-hundredth numeric 1340 

value = 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4, etc.  1341 

7.3 This numerical identification structure will allow terms to be sorted quickly and easily 1342 

as all Control Categories, Categories and Sub-Categories will be uniquely identified.  1343 

The use of the numerical Control Categories, Categories and Sub-Categories should 1344 

result in no duplicate terms with similar meanings. 1345 

8.0 Creation and Maintenance - Specific.  The AgGateway “comprehensive agriculture 1346 

glossary” creation and maintenance will be accomplished by the following rules and 1347 

principles for AgGateway members.  The glossary is an on-going work activity that will be in 1348 

a constant state of creation, review, and maintenance to maintain the value and credibility of 1349 

the “glossary” to the user.  The creation, review, and maintenance work will be an activity 1350 

that executes a specific process for a “classified” term.  The classified term and related 1351 

process is as follows: 1352 

8.1 Assigned Term. Each term in the “glossary” will be assigned to an AgGateway 1353 

Council; and the assigned Council will oversee the maintenance of the context, 1354 

definition and qualifications of the term. 1355 

8.1.1 Required Review.  No more than quarterly, no less than annually, each 1356 

AgGateway Council will review candidate terms, new or existing.   1357 

8.1.1.1 The Council will review the candidate term and its definition.  1358 

8.1.1.2 The Council will assign the Control Category, Category, and Sub-1359 

Category; and will identify the candidate term’s “key words” and 1360 

point of origin.  This action by the Council is determining the 1361 

qualifications of the term. 1362 

8.1.1.3 NOTE:  During a review, if any term definition is determined to be 1363 

incorrect that term shall be corrected by the Council responsible 1364 

for the term. 1365 

8.1.2 Post Review.  After review, an approved and qualified term will be 1366 

submitted by an individual designated by the Council to the Standards 1367 

and Guidelines Committee for final review and approval for inclusion in 1368 

the “glossary”.  1369 

8.2 Existing Term. Anyone can submit an existing term to be included in the “glossary”.  1370 

8.2.1 All submitted terms will be sent to the Standards and Guidelines 1371 

Committee for assignment to a Council.  All submitted terms will be 1372 

considered a “candidate” term as it goes through the process for approval 1373 

and inclusion into the “glossary”. 1374 

8.2.2 The submission of an existing term will be assigned to the appropriate 1375 

AgGateway Council for review, consideration, and approval (reference 1376 

the Assigned Term process above). 1377 

8.3 New Term.  Anyone can submit a term to be included in the “glossary”. 1378 
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8.3.1 All submitted terms will be sent to the Standards and Guidelines 1379 

Committee for assignment to a Council.  All submitted terms will be 1380 

considered a “candidate” term as it goes through the process for approval 1381 

and inclusion into the “glossary”. 1382 

8.3.2 The submission of a new term will be assigned to the appropriate 1383 

AgGateway Council for review, consideration, and approval (reference 1384 

the Assigned Term process above). 1385 

8.4 Candidate Term.  A submitted term, new or existing, will be deemed a “candidate” 1386 

term and will be “assigned” to the appropriate Council (reference the Assigned Term 1387 

process above) by the Standards and Guidelines Committee. 1388 

8.4.1 Candidate terms may be submitted via an online form and will then be 1389 

placed into a queue for consideration by the appropriate Council.  1390 

8.4.2 Note: A new term developed by a Council to support work on an 1391 

AgGateway Project will be deemed to be a “candidate” term and will 1392 

follow the Assigned Term process to be recognized as a valid term. 1393 

8.4.3 NOTE:  A “candidate” term may be an internationalized term, or it may be 1394 

a term developed through lexicalization. 1395 

8.5 Published Term.  A term that has been approved by a Council and the Standards 1396 

and Guidelines Committee will be published in the “comprehensive agriculture 1397 

glossary”. 1398 

8.5.1 A term approved by a Council will automatically be included in the 1399 

“glossary”, unless a super majority (67% or more) of the Standards and 1400 

Guidelines Committee disagrees with the definition and qualification of 1401 

the term submitted by the Council. 1402 

8.6 Exception: A submitted term that is defined the same by 2 or more agriculture 1403 

organizations (which must be identified in “point of origin” in the “glossary”) will 1404 

automatically be approved for inclusion in the “glossary” by the Standards and 1405 

Guidelines Committee.  1406 

8.6.1 This is the one exception to the stated process of moving a term from a 1407 

“candidate” term to a “published” term. 1408 

8.6.2 Once the Standards and Guidelines Committee approves the term to be 1409 

published in the “comprehensive agriculture glossary”, it will then assign 1410 

the term to a Council for maintenance and future review. 1411 

9.0 Content of Comprehensive Agriculture Glossary.  Following is an outline of the current 1412 

content of the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” spreadsheet. 1413 

9.1 Term 1414 

9.2 Control Category - defined in paragraph 6.0 (CC No.):  1415 

9.3 Category (C No.) – defined in the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” spreadsheet 1416 

9.4 Sub-Category (SC No.) - defined in the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” 1417 

spreadsheet 1418 

9.5 Space Name – primary user of term 1419 

9.6 Definition of Term 1420 
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9.7 Key Words 1421 

9.8 Synonyms 1422 

9.9 Related Terms 1423 

9.10 Lexicon – International 1424 

9.10.1 NOTE: AgGateway has not determined a direction for the 1425 

internationalization of the “glossary” or its involvement in lexicalization 1426 

(the process of creating a new term to express a concept).  1427 

9.10.2 This addition to the “glossary” allows the “glossary” to be used 1428 

internationally, if this is the desire of the AgGateway membership. 1429 

9.11 Source / Point of Origin – origin of definition and/or submitter/source of definition 1430 

9.12 Control Council:  AgGateway Council assigned to review / control definition 1431 

10.0 Format of Comprehensive Agriculture Glossary 1432 

10.1 AgGateway will use Wiki or other easily editable format. The goal in using this 1433 

format is to create a living document that may be edited by non-technical users in a 1434 

timely fashion. 1435 

10.2 The “comprehensive agriculture glossary” must contain Search/Advanced Search 1436 

capability. It must support the performance of ad-hoc searches from any page within 1437 

the Glossary (or potentially from the main AgGateway website/other websites) and 1438 

also to have other Search tools for limiting the parameters and refining the results. 1439 

10.3 The “comprehensive agriculture glossary” must have the capability of linking: The 1440 

format of the glossary should allow for direct linking to definitions and terms so that 1441 

the Glossary can be easily referenced. 1442 

10.4 It is recommended that the “comprehensive agriculture glossary” have an audio 1443 

recording of the pronunciation of the term attached to each term. 1444 

11.0 User Access 1445 

11.1 Administrators:  1446 

11.1.1 Those with access for technical/maintenance purposes. 1447 

11.1.2 Shall have the ability to maintain Users and their Permissions within the 1448 

Glossary. 1449 

11.2 Standards and Guidelines Committee: Committee members shall have access 1450 

to… 1451 

11.2.1 Submit Proposed Terms 1452 

11.2.2 Assign Proposed Terms to Councils 1453 

11.2.3 Make Proposed Terms official based on Council approval 1454 

11.2.4 Create, Revise, & Retire Glossary entries on Council approval. 1455 

11.3 AgGateway Platform Users 1456 

11.3.1 Submit Proposed Terms 1457 
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11.3.2 Provide feedback/comments on both Proposed and Published terms for 1458 

review by the appropriate Council and Standards and Guidelines 1459 

Committee. 1460 

11.4 Public Users:  1461 

11.4.1 Shall have ‘View-Only’ access to the publicly published portion of the 1462 

Glossary.  1463 

11.4.2 Submit Proposed Terms 1464 

11.4.3 Capability for public or internal publishing  1465 

12.0 Current AGIIS Glossary. The AgGateway AGIIS program currently provides a glossary 1466 

located at https://www.agiis.org/Help.aspx.  1467 

12.1 Content from the AGIIS glossary will be used to in the “comprehensive 1468 

agriculture glossary” as appropriate. 1469 

12.2 The “comprehensive agriculture glossary” is not meant to be a “data dictionary”. 1470 

(To be developed) 1471 

13.0 AgGateway Internal Usage.  Following are the usage requirements of the 1472 

“comprehensive agriculture glossary” within AgGateway: 1473 

13.1 The “comprehensive agriculture glossary” will be the primary resource for terms 1474 

for its various Councils and Projects.   1475 

13.1.1 It will be the “go to” location for a term, its definition, its context, and its 1476 

source.   1477 

13.1.2 It is necessary for all AgGateway members to speak the same “language” 1478 

as eBusiness capabilities are being developed and executed.  1479 

13.1.3 It is necessary for all AgGateway Projects to move forward effectively and 1480 

efficiently. 1481 

13.1.4 It is necessary for greater market acceptance of electronic data 1482 

technology and services.  1483 

13.2 Each AgGateway management staff member will be responsible to use terms 1484 

identified in the “glossary”.  1485 

13.2.1 If there are terms identified by AgGateway management staff, the 1486 

management staff member will submit the term to the Standards and 1487 

Guidelines Committee for assignment to a Council. 1488 

13.3 Each project undertaken by an AgGateway Council will be responsible to have 1489 

an individual appointed to the Standards and Guidelines Committee to assure that all 1490 

terms used in the project are included in the “glossary”.  1491 

13.3.1 If there are terms used in a project that are not identified in the “glossary”, 1492 

then the process to add the term to the “glossary” shall be following the 1493 

“Assigned Term” process outlined in paragraph 8.  1494 

13.4 AgGateway, as an organization, will commit: 1495 

13.4.1 Personnel and resources to the creation and maintenance of the 1496 

“glossary”;  1497 

https://www.agiis.org/Help.aspx
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13.4.2 To pursue collaboration from the USDA, other agriculture groups, 1498 

academia, and standards organizations; 1499 

13.4.3 Post the “glossary” on the AgGateway wiki; 1500 

13.4.4 Use the “glossary” to promote the execution of its mission to promote, 1501 

enable, and expand eBusiness in agriculture. 1502 

Testing Functionality Requirements  1503 

One key feature desired by the industry is the ability of the AgGateway Platform to perform as a 1504 

testing and authentication tool, not only for platform interfaces, but also for AgGateway 1505 

connectivity project work.  The industry sees value in the platform acting as an initial “trading 1506 

partner” in those instances where a simple message validation or connection confirmation is 1507 

needed.  The industry also desires as much platform interaction as possible be automated, 1508 

including the verification and certification of off-platform resource connections.  The following 1509 

section describes the industry needs at a high level.  Resource-specific details will be defined as 1510 

those components are developed and deployed. 1511 

1. AgGateway Platform resources 1512 

1.1. Test environment required for platform development.  A test instance of the AgGateway 1513 

Platform shall be configured and deployed.   1514 

1.1.1. The test instance shall contain a limited set of the interfaces needed to verify 1515 

functionality, test new code or processes, and enable off-platform resource 1516 

connectivity validation. 1517 

1.1.2. The data in the test instance should be as current as possible, but is not required 1518 

to be a complete mirror of production data sources. 1519 

1.1.3. Access to the test instance shall be controlled in the same manner as the 1520 

production AgGateway Platform.   1521 

1.1.4. It is recommended that the test instance be primarily a development tool, and 1522 

that general user access be limited. 1523 

1.2. Available “QA” environment needed for enhancement evaluation.  A pre-production 1524 

instance of the AgGateway Platform should be configured and deployed. 1525 

1.2.1. The pre-production implementation of the platform shall be contain all interfaces 1526 

needed to verify functionality, enable user evaluation of new code or processes, 1527 

and enable off-platform resource testing by authorized users. 1528 

1.2.2. The data in the pre-production instance should be as current as possible, but is 1529 

not required to be a complete mirror of production data sources. 1530 

1.2.3. Access to the pre-production instance shall be controlled in the same manner as 1531 

the production AgGateway Platform.   1532 

1.2.4. User accounts may be mirrored from production, but shall not be shared by the 1533 

separate environments. 1534 

1.2.5. API and Off-Platform Resource Connectivity Testing.  The pre-production 1535 

environment shall also support off-platform resource integration testing among 1536 

interested and authorized users. 1537 

1.2.5.1. File upload and download processes and formats.  API formats, 1538 

processes and requirements shall be defined in a separate section of this 1539 
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document.  All testing and access requirements shall be specified in that 1540 

section. 1541 

1.2.5.2. AgGateway Platform API validation.  The AgGateway Platform shall be 1542 

responsible for validating connectivity between its own API documentation and 1543 

off-platform parties wishing to integrate by it.  Validation of API requirements 1544 

must be performed in the pre-production environment prior to being deployed 1545 

to production. 1546 

1.2.5.3. Limited pass-through ability for partners to test API connectivity.  At the 1547 

discretion of the AgGateway Platform Administrator and off-platform resource 1548 

providers, the pre-production instance may be used to validate partner 1549 

connectivity via those providers’ APIs. 1550 

2. Ag eStandards eConnectivity resources.  The AgGateway Platform shall maintain and make 1551 

available such resources as needed to ensure industry segment project participants and 1552 

individual AgGateway members can connect with the platform and each other. 1553 

2.1. File/format validation tools.  The platform shall incorporate tools to validate the format 1554 

and content of all data interfaces to and from platform resources.   1555 

2.2. Tools to act as “test partner” for council projects.  The platform shall support generic 1556 

connectivity testing for ebMS-compliant connectivity messengers.   1557 

2.2.1. The validation tool shall ensure compliance with the project’s defined version, 1558 

schema, business rules and connection parameters.  The tool shall not be required 1559 

to validate compliance with partner-specific exceptions. 1560 

2.2.2. Generic and sample messages may be created and exchanged for testing 1561 

purposes.  Connectivity projects shall be responsible for ensuring compliance of 1562 

such test documents. 1563 

3.  AgGateway Platform connectivity.  The AgGateway Platform Administrator, with oversight 1564 

by AgGateway, shall be responsible for maintaining the availability and security of the 1565 

AgGateway Platform, its internal systems, interfaces and data, and such off-platform 1566 

resources as may be determined to constitute core functions of the platform.   1567 

3.1. Tools to test site and application availability 1568 

3.2. Tools to test site and application security 1569 

Training Functionality Requirements  1570 

The Future Vision Task Force desires to address an ongoing area of industry concern: the 1571 

correct use of industry tools and standards.  In this regard, the task force proposes that user 1572 

training be required as part of the AgGateway Platform development and roll out.  Training is 1573 

also expected to be a requirement of any onboarding process.  It is recognized that some 1574 

aspects of training may be outside the scope of the platform, especially where off-platform 1575 

resources accessed by APIs are involved.  The following section does not attempt to address 1576 

these issues.  Instead, the section on training will concern itself with high level expectations of 1577 

user onboarding and the tools and processes available in the AgGateway Platform to deliver on 1578 

these expectations. 1579 

1. AgGateway Platform Training Needs.   1580 

1.1. User needs.  AgGateway Platform users must understand at a high level the business 1581 

rules which control the application platform processes.  Users must understand the 1582 

functionality of the web interface and be able to operate it correctly.  Users must have 1583 
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access to on-line tutorials and help documentation to assist them in self-service support 1584 

as needed.  Users must have access to one-on-one help with the Platform 1585 

Administrator if all other help options fail to resolve a question. 1586 

1.2. Integrator/developer needs.  Users developing integration tools or other connectivity 1587 

must understand the detail level business rules, data elements, integration structures 1588 

and other components which control the application platform processes and interfaces.  1589 

Developers must understand the access control requirements of the platform.  1590 

Developers must understand communications protocols supported by the platform.  1591 

Developers must have access to documentation to assist them in self-service support 1592 

as needed.  Developers may have access to one-on-one help with Platform 1593 

Administrator technical resources if approved by Industry Management and the Platform 1594 

Administrator.  The limits of such resources will be addressed on a case by case basis. 1595 

1.3. Industry Management needs.  Industry Management, including AgGateway 1596 

management and representatives of such oversight committees as are needed to 1597 

evaluate the operation and utility of the AgGateway Platform, must understand the 1598 

detail level business rules, data elements, integration structures which control the 1599 

application platform processes.  This subset of users must understand the functionality 1600 

of all interfaces at a high level, as well as the business use of such functionality and 1601 

delivered content by other users.  Industry Management must have access to the 1602 

Platform Administrator on a regular basis, and may have access to Platform 1603 

Administrator technical resources as needed to manage the application. 1604 

1.4. Platform Administrator needs.  The Platform Administrator must be technically 1605 

competent in designing, developing and deploying the AgGateway Platform, its 1606 

interfaces, and its access points to off-platform resources.  Such support resources as 1607 

are deemed necessary by the Platform Administrator must be conversant in the user 1608 

and technical interfaces, business rules, data elements and structures, and other 1609 

components of the platform in order to effectively support requests for assistance. 1610 

2. AgGateway Platform Training Requirements. 1611 

2.1. Training expectations and limitations.  It is expected that training on the core functions 1612 

of the AgGateway Platform will be available to all users.   1613 

2.1.1. Training shall be offered via webinar or other interactive format at specific times 1614 

of the year.  Such training shall be offered no fewer than twice per year. 1615 

2.1.2. Recordings of webinar training shall be posted to a specific section of the 1616 

AgGateway Platform for registered users to access as needed.  1617 

2.1.3. Training shall be offered via site visit or other one-on-one format as requested by 1618 

individual users or user companies.  The cost of such training shall be determined 1619 

by the Industry Management and Platform Administrator, and published as 1620 

applicable. 1621 

2.1.4. Interface, data and application specific on-line help and documentation shall be 1622 

available for reference by users.  Such documentation may be posted to a central 1623 

location on the AgGateway Platform, or may be screen specific, as applicable. 1624 

2.2. User responsibilities. 1625 

2.2.1. It is expected that users be educated in the proper use of the AgGateway 1626 

Platform.   1627 
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2.2.2. At least one user per registered company must complete webinar training.  This 1628 

user shall be responsible for subsequent site training for their location or firm. 1629 

2.2.3. The Industry Management may, at its discretion, implement user training 1630 

requirements if significant functionality changes to the AgGateway Platform occur. 1631 

2.3. Integrator/developer responsibilities.   1632 

2.3.1. Developers of AgGateway Platform applications shall deliver complete 1633 

documentation for code, processes and business rules deployed to the platform. 1634 

2.3.2. Integrators and developers coding off-platform resources shall coordinate training 1635 

with AgGateway Platform technical resources as needed to support consistent 1636 

implementation.  Similar coordination shall take place to ensure all parties are 1637 

aware of and adhere to application support responsibilities. 1638 

2.4. Platform Administrator responsibilities. 1639 

2.4.1. The AgGateway Platform Administrator and its designees are responsible for 1640 

availability and maintenance of applicable training and on-line Help modules related 1641 

to centralized platform applications. 1642 

2.4.2. The AgGateway Platform Administrator shall ensure that all personnel involved in 1643 

user support, technical development, and platform management shall be 1644 

knowledgeable in the data, processes and business rules supported by the 1645 

platform. 1646 

3. AgGateway Platform Requirements for Off-Platform Resources.  Training for off-platform 1647 

resources is the responsibility of firms and users providing such resources.  Where practical, 1648 

documentation, webinars or recorded training, and other resources may be posted to the 1649 

AgGateway Platform.  The AgGateway Platform is responsible solely for the training needed 1650 

to access interface points defined by and supported by the platform itself. 1651 

Service Level Requirements  1652 

SERVICE LEVELS  1653 

The AgGateway Platform’s hardware, software, networking components and communication 1654 

access are expected to be managed and hosted by a third party provider selected as part of a 1655 

competitive bidding process. Day to day operation of the platform will be the responsibility of this 1656 

service provider. As today, the provider will be a close partner with AgGateway, ensuring 1657 

availability and quality of service to members and platform users. The provider will work with 1658 

AgGateway staff and volunteers as applicable to effectively steward the platform resources for 1659 

the benefit of the industry, including evaluation, prioritization and implementation of 1660 

enhancements and new functionality. A minimum set of service level expectations have been 1661 

identified by the Future Vision Task Force and are enumerated in the following section. These 1662 

service levels may be defined in more detail during an RFP process but should be considered a 1663 

starting point for any discussions with potential service providers. 1664 

1. System Availability.  Company will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide 99.9% 1665 

availability for the published Customer production window and excludes normal 1666 

maintenance and scheduled downtime.  Downtime as the result of a declared disaster will 1667 

not be included in monthly reporting. 1668 

1.1. Main platform systems including application servers, web servers, database servers are 1669 

expected to have redundant failsafe/fault tolerant operating environment capabilities on 1670 

the servers and on the data center where they are hosted. These would include UPS 1671 
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backup power and long term generator power in case of major power failure in the 1672 

center vicinity or within the data center itself. It would include servers that have 1673 

hardware redundancy (RAID, power supplies, NIC’s, firewalls, switches).  1674 

1.2. Dual redundancy on network capability – The broadband network must have 1675 

redundancy so that loss of network availability from one provider or center can be 1676 

backed up with a similar network capability in fault tolerant manner.  1677 

1.3. Require a minimum Tier 2 Data Center (single non-redundant distribution path serving 1678 

the IT equipment, non-redundant capacity components, and redundant site 1679 

infrastructure capacity components with expected availability of 99.741%).  Tier 3 Data 1680 

Center preferred (meets or exceeds all Tier 2 requirements with multiple independent 1681 

distribution paths serving the IT equipment, all IT equipment must be dual-powered and 1682 

fully compatible with the topology of a site's architecture, and concurrently maintainable 1683 

site infrastructure with expected availability of 99.982%). 1684 

2. Documentation.  Company is responsible for maintaining documentation and procedural 1685 

standards on a semi-annual basis for the ongoing support and development of the Software 1686 

Product.  Documentation includes but is not limited to the following: 1687 

2.1. External Design document 1688 

2.2. Platform Operational Procedures 1689 

2.3. Platform Entity Rules document 1690 

2.4. Platform Product Rules document 1691 

2.5. Existing Online Help and Tutorials 1692 

2.6. Bulk file upload and download formats  1693 

2.7. De-duplication Summary documents 1694 

2.8. Web Services (XML) documents 1695 

3. Monitoring of System Availability. Company is responsible for monitoring Customer’s 1696 

configuration on a 7 x 24 x 365 basis for Tier 1 equipment (equipment with redundancies -1697 

power supplies, NIC cards, etc.). Company performs periodic monitoring of CPU, memory 1698 

and disk space utilization, as well as periodic monitoring of selected ports, processes and 1699 

services. 1700 

4. Monitoring of API’s and remote systems. Company is responsible for monitoring other 1701 

remote systems which are “connected” via an API or other direct connection for availability 1702 

on an hourly basis and providing a dashboard of remote system status.  1703 

5. State of Technology Report. Company shall provide Customer a report annually reviewing 1704 

the current state of technology in use.  The report will focus on the feasibility and impact of 1705 

new technology to the Industry Platform as well as identifying existing technologies that 1706 

should be considered for upgrade.    1707 

6. Security.  Company is responsible for using commercially reasonable efforts to provide 1708 

physical security of the data center, security of the network, and security of Company’s 1709 

server builds, to include testing and deployment of security patches and fixes, where 1710 

appropriate. 1711 

7. Database Access.  The following service levels are deemed acceptable by Customer: 1712 

7.1. GLN - Adds and updates will be processed within one (1) business day GLN’s which 1713 

are requested to be verified must be processed within 5 days. 1714 
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7.2. Product - Adds and updates will be processed within one (1) business day for batch 1715 

requests, and adds and updates will be accomplished in near real time for web site and 1716 

web services requests. 1717 

8. Backup.  Company is responsible for providing daily and weekly backups of Customer’s 1718 

servers, including Customer provided applications and content as described in the Business 1719 

Continuity Plan set forth in Exhibit B. Company provides on-site storage of recent backup 1720 

media and off-site storage for older backup media.  Company retains backup media in 1721 

accordance with Company’s standards for backup media retention.  In the event of a server 1722 

failure, if necessary, Company will restore such server from the most recent backup media. 1723 

9. Disaster Recovery – For an industry level platform having a very complete disaster recovery 1724 

plan is critical to providing the level of service required.  1725 

9.1. Develop a commercial level disaster recovery plan and document it completely – This 1726 

would include the exact plans and even screenshots of how to restore the system. The 1727 

plan should also include a remote or cold backup location within 24 hours. 1728 

9.2. Clearly define specific individuals from the provider company who are to be contacted 1729 

and will be responsible in a disaster recovery process. 1730 

9.3. Test the disaster recovery plan annually with a full scale test of the restore process and 1731 

then make available to AgGateway the full results of this test 1732 

10. Unavailability.  Company shall provide Customer a report, at Customer’s request, regarding 1733 

System Availability.  In the event the System Availability, set forth in Section 1.1 above, is 1734 

not met for any calendar quarter, Company shall provide Customer with a plan as to how it 1735 

intends to address the non-conformance with the Service Availability requirements.  The 1736 

parties shall meet to discuss alternatives to remedy the non-conformance. 1737 

10.1. Monthly report on average of past 3 months. 1738 

10.2. If any report reflects System Availability is not met, then Company has 30 days to 1739 

remedy. 1740 

10.3. If the next report does not demonstrate that the System Availability is attained, 1741 

then Customer may require Company to move the Software Product to another hosting 1742 

environment that can meet the System Availability requirement, at Company’s 1743 

expense.  Other alternatives may be agreed to by Customer, in writing. 1744 

10.4. Once Company demonstrates an ability to meet the required System Availability, 1745 

then Customer will approve a move back to the original hosting environment. 1746 

Services hereunder shall be deemed to be unavailable if the network is functioning in a manner 1747 

that prevents HTTP, HTTPS or SQL access, if applicable, or batch updates or 1748 

extracts.  Unavailability shall not be deemed to occur as a result of maintenance activities; acts 1749 

or omissions of Customer; failure of Customer-supplied content or software; failure of non-1750 

standard products; Vicious Attacks; beta periods; or force majeure events.  “Vicious Attacks” 1751 

shall include, but are not limited to, hacks, denial of service attacks and malicious introduction of 1752 

viruses and disabling devices. 1753 

Data Provider Requirements 1754 

One of the platform requirements was a distributed data capability to accommodate more and 1755 

different kinds of data that industry segments need to share to conduct business. We have 1756 

developed the concept of certified partners that are authorized by AgGateway and then are 1757 

seamlessly interconnected with the capability provided by the main platform provider.  In this 1758 
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manner when data is requested from the system the actual location of the data requested 1759 

becomes irrelevant to the end user requesting the data from the system. The challenge is to 1760 

provide a distributed capability and still maintain the Quality Of Service (QOS) level users have 1761 

come to expect from the Current AGIIS system and the similar level from our new platform 1762 

provider. We have determined there does need to be a minimum set of standards that are 1763 

developed, tested and adhered to for the portions of the platform which are outside of the 1764 

control of AgGateway and its primary provider of the industry platform. To help qualify other 1765 

providers we intend to develop a process of qualifying if a provider meets a minimum standard 1766 

to provide data to the platform.  As more and more of the data shared in the industry is no 1767 

longer stored on servers under the direct control of AgGateway, it becomes critical that we have 1768 

certain minimum standards in place which will help provide QOS acceptable to the user which 1769 

does not disrupt normal business operations within user organizations.  1770 

Data Provider Requirements 1771 

1. Certification/validation required to serve as a data source provider – The chosen platform 1772 

provider will work with AgGateway to jointly develop the materials needed to certify that an 1773 

organization can meet the requirements to meet minimum QOS standards for providing data 1774 

through the AgGateway Platform 1775 

1.1. The Certification Audit – It will be required for our chosen platform provider in 1776 

conjunction with AgGateway to develop a questionnaire that is completed by 1777 

prospective data providers to show their ability to meet the minimum standards set forth 1778 

by AgGateway. This will be both a written and interview process which is to be 1779 

completed and then approved before a provider is allowed to provide data on their own 1780 

behalf or on behalf of other data providers as a service for hire.  Following are the 1781 

elements which will be evaluated during this process 1782 

1.1.1. Data Security – Meets minimum standards which are established for both the 1783 

data center and the servers on which data is housed. 1784 

1.1.2. Data Center Reliability (availability) including broadband redundancy capability 1785 

1.1.3. Data Backup plan  1786 

1.1.4. Data Conformance to industry standard formats provided by AgGateway and 1787 

corresponding industry council – The provider MUST keep data in the approved 1788 

formats for access by the platform users. 1789 

1.2. Mandatory ongoing performance testing 1790 

1.2.1. The platform provider will be required to do an availability test once per hour from 1791 

7AM EST until 9PM EST and provide a dashboard of current status of each 1792 

certified provider’s availability to the platform of their data 1793 

1.2.2. The platform provider will store the results of the availability test to provide 1794 

AgGateway with an ongoing report to objectively evaluate if a provider is meeting 1795 

the QOS metrics which are established. If a certified provider doesn’t meet the 1796 

standards they are to be notified and have a specified amount of time to rectify their 1797 

issues or no longer be a certified provider to the platform. 1798 

Management/Oversight 1799 

The AgGateway Platform, like any other application, requires maintenance, controls and 1800 

ownership.  Policies and procedures defining the ownership and management of hardware, 1801 

software and data must be developed and communicated.  Areas of responsibility must be clear 1802 

to all parties involved with the platform.  This section reviews the management and oversight 1803 
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requirements for the platform.  While this section may reference user or security policies, they 1804 

are not directly defined in this space.    1805 

1. What management is required? 1806 

1.1. AgGateway Platform development and administration.  Policies and procedures 1807 

necessary to govern the AgGateway Platform development and administration shall be 1808 

created and published.  Such policies and procedures may be taken, in whole or in part 1809 

as applicable, from existing AgGateway documentation.   1810 

1.2. AgGateway Platform resource management and expectations 1811 

1.2.1. Data access.   1812 

1.2.1.1. Rules defining the conditions under which users may access data stored 1813 

in the platform may be based on the existing AGIIS policies and procedures 1814 

documentation where applicable. 1815 

1.2.1.2. Resource-level access controls may be implemented to account for 1816 

differences in use between individuals, organizations and applications, or 1817 

differences in user roles. 1818 

1.2.1.3. Off-platform resources may be accessed by platform users as defined by 1819 

the platform API and subject to approval by the off-platform provider. 1820 

1.2.2. Data quality.   1821 

1.2.2.1. Rules defining the conditions under which industry standard entity and 1822 

product information are verified and enumerated exist today in the AGIIS 1823 

policies and procedures documentation.  These rules shall continue to apply 1824 

until modified by AgGateway. 1825 

1.2.2.2. Proprietary data elements may be subject to platform defined field-level 1826 

edits when placed in the central platform repository.   1827 

1.2.2.3. Proprietary data stored in or accessible from the platform is the 1828 

responsibility of the data owner.  Neither AgGateway, the AgGateway Platform 1829 

Administrator nor the platform are responsible for the content or quality of 1830 

proprietary information beyond the edits needed to ensure compatibility with 1831 

the platform. 1832 

1.2.3. Application access. 1833 

1.2.3.1. The AgGateway Platform must take user roles into account when allowing 1834 

access to resources. The AgGateway Platform must be scalable to allow large 1835 

numbers of concurrent connections to centralized resources.  The AgGateway 1836 

Platform API must define access expectation for off-platform resources and 1837 

providers.  Such access must be validated as part of the provider certification 1838 

process. 1839 

1.2.4. Documentation and standards.   1840 

1.2.4.1. The AgGateway Platform Administrator shall fully document the user 1841 

interfaces, integration file formats and associated rules, data models and 1842 

make such documentation available to industry participants as permitted by 1843 

AgGateway.   1844 
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1.2.4.2. The platform administrator is not obligated to document any processes, 1845 

rules or code that may be mutually agreed upon with AgGateway as 1846 

proprietary to its business. 1847 

1.2.4.3. Documentation shall be available in such formats as are deemed best 1848 

suited for the storage and dissemination of information and most consistent 1849 

with the content.  (I.e., message format documentation may take the form of 1850 

XML Schema while user interface documentation may be presented in PDF 1851 

form.)  All such documentation shall be stored in non-proprietary formats and 1852 

shall be consumable by readily available tools. 1853 

1.3. AgGateway Platform User administration.  The AgGateway Platform Administrator shall 1854 

be responsible for implementation, administration and maintenance of such policies and 1855 

controls as are defined by AgGateway to ensure that user access is limited by role to 1856 

authorized tools, interfaces and applications.  An audit may be performed annually by 1857 

AgGateway or its designee to ensure compliance with such policies. 1858 

1.4. AgGateway Platform Marketing?  AgGateway Platform marketing must be compliant 1859 

with the stated aim of AgGateway: to be the trusted international source of standards 1860 

and practices for the agricultural industry.  Such marketing may consist of 1861 

communication to governments, organizations and individuals; and shall permit both 1862 

awareness of the platform and solicitation of platform services. 1863 

2. Who is responsible? 1864 

2.1. AgGateway responsibilities.  AgGateway shall maintain legal custody of the AgGateway 1865 

Platform resources and content.  AgGateway shall be responsible for developing, 1866 

documenting and communicating policies and procedures defining the access of, use 1867 

of, and controls related to platform resources.  AgGateway shall bear primary fiduciary 1868 

responsibilities for the platform. 1869 

2.2. AgGateway Platform Administrator responsibilities.  The AgGateway Platform 1870 

Administrator shall be responsible for day to day operation of the platform, ensuring 1871 

availability of and access to resources within industry-defined best practices and 1872 

tolerances.  The administrator shall oversee access to and use of the platform under the 1873 

policies and procedures as defined by AgGateway.  The administrator shall provide 1874 

technical and administrative resources as needed to support all aspects of the platform.  1875 

The administrator is expected to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. 1876 

2.3. User responsibilities.  Users shall be responsible for the individual security of their 1877 

private account information, including passwords, authentication information, contact 1878 

information, etc.  If a user’s role so permits, the user may also be responsible for 1879 

administration of other user accounts and privileges. 1880 

Phase II Development 1881 

The Future Vision Task Force developed ideas and high level proposals in areas that, while 1882 

deemed to have value to the industry, ultimately did not contribute to meeting immediate 1883 

connectivity and eBusiness messaging needs.  The following pages outline some of those 1884 

components identified as valuable.  It is not expected that the outlines will be sufficient for a fully 1885 

realized requirements list.  However, it will provide the basis for those requirements in future 1886 

phases of development. 1887 
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Broker Messaging System 1888 

The Broker Messaging System was positioned as a function of the AgGateway Platform 1889 

allowing small to medium industry participants to benefit from efficiencies in eConnectivity.  The 1890 

component was intended to be a one-to-one connection between an individual or company and 1891 

AgGateway, with the platform acting as a “post office” to route eBusiness messages to other 1892 

participants.  Access would be available via several methods, but email/SMTP and FTP 1893 

capability were expected to be the most leveraged.  User authentication would leverage existing 1894 

platform functionality.  Message archival, retrieval notification and delivery confirmation were 1895 

also identified as necessary functions.   1896 

This functionality exists today across a number of industry services and within Allied Provider 1897 

toolsets.  While there was interest from the group in developing some basic messaging 1898 

functionality for an as yet undefined user class, the group also preferred not to be seen as 1899 

competing with the Allied Provider Council.   1900 

Logistics Integration 1901 

Logistics impacts all areas of business, and each segment in AgGateway employs logistics in 1902 

similar, yet unique ways.  The task force focused on how unique identifiers already in use within 1903 

AgGateway segments impact logistics, and how the AgGateway Platform could add value to 1904 

their storage and exchange. 1905 

Unique identifiers are not only useful for entities and products.  They carry over into messages 1906 

or identifying documents.  One such identifier that has caused significant push-back for 1907 

connectivity in the industry is the release number, or delivery/pick up number.  In some cases a 1908 

seller may require that a buyer provide authentication, in the form of a seller-assigned number, 1909 

before the buyer’s agent is allowed on property to onboard product.  Similarly, third party 1910 

storage facilities often require access to buyers’ and sellers’ systems to correctly process 1911 

shipments.  A single interface for these parties to integrate with would be a significant time and 1912 

resource savings for members of AgGateway. 1913 

Other areas in which the platform, or AgGateway as a standards organization, can enable 1914 

improved logistics data exchange are a continued focus on data format standardization (i.e., 1915 

GPS coordinate formatting) and awareness of international transportation requirements and 1916 

standards.  It is suggested that this area in particular be addressed by companies with 1917 

experience in international supply chain management, such as Mosaic, Wilbur Ellis or Agrium. 1918 

Proposal 1: Explore connectivity options enabling no- to low-tech users to access business 1919 

data.  This proposal is architectural in nature.  It would enable suppliers, sellers, buyers and 1920 

transport agents/haulers to connect to an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system via phone or 1921 

text as applicable for lightweight messaging processes such as authorizations or pick up 1922 

confirmations.  There may be cross over with in-flight project discussions which should be 1923 

pursued. 1924 

 Implement architecture to support business messaging via non-traditional means. 1925 

o Several projects have been proposed that leverage interactive voice response, fax, or 1926 

other non-traditional business messaging tools as means to enable low- to no-tech 1927 

connectivity.  Such projects have faltered due to the lack of an easily implemented IVR 1928 

solution that is accessible by industry participants. 1929 

o BENEFIT: Adoption of such architecture moves existing gestating projects forward, 1930 

increasing connectivity within the industry. 1931 
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o BENEFIT: Implementation of IVR, along with web service approaches already reviewed 1932 

on previous calls, expands the connectivity offerings for organizations and individuals 1933 

with minimal technology and no technical support.  I.e., voice or touch-tone access by a 1934 

delivery driver to order approvals, shipping and delivery information or other data 1935 

needed to fulfill a shipment of product. 1936 

o BENEFIT: The segments making use of release numbers on customer pick up orders 1937 

would no longer have to exchange said numbers as part of the business messaging.  1938 

Drivers picking up product would have access to an immediate electronic link to the 1939 

seller’s system, speeding their filling and departures from terminals. 1940 

Proposal 2: Explore partnership with other industry supporters of connectivity within the 1941 

transportation and shipping segments.  As noted in the succeeding comments, Standard Point 1942 

Location Code (SPLC) structures exist in the common database today.  We propose these 1943 

elements be retained in the AgGateway Platform, and that API access be offered to interested 1944 

industry providers. 1945 

 Develop relationship with National Motor Freight Traffic Association to leverage SPLC and 1946 

Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC) codes. 1947 

o BENEFIT: During rail shipments, often the shipper, the consignee and the rail company 1948 

identify a ship point (especially sidings) differently.  SPLC is common for all parties, 1949 

however. 1950 

o BENEFIT: An SPLC element exists today in AGIIS.  Although a grand total of 17 entities 1951 

have SPLC codes associated with them, storing or linking to the SPLC would be a value 1952 

add for businesses engaging in any kind of rail or road based shipment tracking. 1953 

o BENEFIT: Engaging with other industry groups promotes AgGateway in business areas 1954 

we have not traditionally reached out to.  It also has the potential to expand the 1955 

connectivity options available for AgGateway member organizations through these 1956 

partnerships. 1957 

Advanced Testing Capability 1958 

The task force recognized a need for more advanced functionality to further extend the 1959 

AgGateway platform’s utility as a testing and authentication tool for connectivity project work. 1960 

The advanced testing capability would provide tools to ensure compliance with defined business 1961 

rules. The platform would incorporate logic, routines and reports enabling partners to submit 1962 

transactional data in a secure and protected manner, to have their files validated against 1963 

project-defined rules, and to receive detailed responses regarding compliance against those 1964 

rule sets. This functionality was seen as valuable for situations where one or more partners in a 1965 

project are ready to test message content but are not partnering with each other. It would also 1966 

enable follow-on participants to validate their messages against published rules after a project 1967 

had formally completed, allowing for more speedy onboarding between new partners. 1968 

The underlying architecture and processing requirements for such functionality were not deeply 1969 

explored by the task force. It was felt that such development could add time, cost and 1970 

complexity to the AgGateway Platform and that this functionality, while valuable, was not 1971 

mission critical to the platform. Responsibility for adding maintaining the functions was also 1972 

discussed. The task force assumes connectivity projects would make the determination as to 1973 

the need for such validation as part of their respective projects and would be responsible for 1974 

setting up the business rules and ensuring that current rule sets are maintained in the platform 1975 

as applicable. 1976 
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Out of Scope 1977 

 Collaborative Tool - While the group recognized the need for a toll which could be sued by 1978 

projects, committees, councils and other teams, this was determined to be out of scope for 1979 

the platform since AgGateway already uses, and intends to expand the use of the 1980 

collaboration tool tested and successfully implemented by the SPADE project, the Precision 1981 

Agriculture Irrigation Leadership project and the Standards & Guidelines Committee 1982 

(Confluence).    1983 

 Knowledge Management - Knowledge management is especially important for an 1984 

organization actively involved in implementing eConnectivity. The use of discussion threads 1985 

and/or other tools for knowledge and content management such as wikis is critical to allow 1986 

users to ask questions and get answers and/or to access information  (standards, 1987 

guidelines, best practices, etc.). Ideally this information would be archived and searchable to 1988 

meet the needs of potential users who wish to take advantage of the organizational 1989 

knowledge. Due to the breadth of information which would need to be included, the potential 1990 

complexity of including this type of functionality in the platform, and the fact that there 1991 

already exist other tools which could be used for this purpose, the group determined that 1992 

this should be considered out of scope. 1993 

 Relationship Management  - While relationship management is essential to the businesses 1994 

which make up the membership of AgGateway, relationship management was determined 1995 

to be too complex to be considered within the scope of the platform. Definition of 1996 

relationships between entities varies depending on the organization viewing the relationship, 1997 

the user’s position in the supply chain, the transactions that occur, and are often quite fluid 1998 

due to a number of factors. Therefore the FVTF decided that the proposed platform should 1999 

enable users to manage relationships between entities as needed within their organizations 2000 

but would not maintain the relationships themselves. 2001 

 User Portal - Portal solutions allow the User to access (via single sign on) all AgGateway’s 2002 

web-based resources including AGIIS, wiki’s and AGW documents and communications. 2003 

Portals are designed to offer an aggregated view for the Users to manage their data, 2004 

applications and information more easily, and also allow for a personalized view based on 2005 

the User’s preferences. Portal solutions can also include workflow management and 2006 

collaboration between work groups or councils. Further investigation is required to 2007 

determine if a portal would provide value to the AgGateway User community. 2008 

  2009 
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Appendix 1: Data elements associated with entities, products, licenses 2010 

and agreements in AGIIS today. 2011 

A. Data elements associated with Entity 2012 

Data Element Requirement Notes 

Record Status  

Industry Code - GLN GLN Assigned for all Entities 

Proprietary Code  Conditionally Required 

PreferredName Required for entities with Entity 
Classifications of Business; Conditionally 
required for a Consumer Entity 

LocationName Required for entities with Entity 
Classification of Location 

DBAName Auto populated with the Name element if 
no data is entered 

FirstName Conditionally Required 

MiddleName Optional 

LastName Conditionally Required 

Suffix Optional 

TelephoneNumber Required when phone verification is 
requested 

EntityClassification Selection of at least one Entity 
Classification is required (Business, 
Consumer, Location) 

EntityStatus Required 

PhysicalAddress/AddressLine1 Required when Entity Classification of 
Business is selected. Optional for 
Consumer, Locations 

PhysicalAddress/AddressLine2 Optional 

Physical Address/CityName Required when Entity Classification of 
Business is selected. 

Physical Address/StateorProvince Conditionally Required 

Physical Address/PostalCode Conditionally Required 

Physical Address/PostalCountry Auto-populated 

Physical Address/FIPSCode Auto-populated 

Mailing Address/AddressLine1 Conditionally Required 

 2013 

  2014 
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A. Data elements associated with Entity (continued) 2015 

Data Element Requirement Notes 
Mailing Address/AddressLine2 Optional 

Mailing Address/CityName Conditionally Required 

Mailing Address/StateorProvince Conditionally Required 

Mailing Address/PostalCode Conditionally Required 

Mailing Address/PostalCountry Auto-populated 

Mailing Address/FIPSCode Auto-populated 

Location Description Required when Entity Classification is 
Location 

Location/CityName Required when Entity Classification is 
Location 

Location/StateorProvince Required when Entity Classification is 
Location 

Location/PostalCode Optional 

Location/PostalCountry Auto-populated 

Location/FIPSCode Auto-populated 

LastModifiedDateTime Auto-populated 

Latitude Optional 

Longitude Optional 

SPLC Optional 

B. Data elements associated with Product 2016 

Product Segment Data Element 

Chemical  

 Company/GLN 

 Company Prefix 

 Product Number 

 PkgSize ID 

 Pkg Level Code 

 GTIN 

 2017 
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B. Data elements associated with Product (continued) 2018 

Product Segment Data Element 

Chemical Product Name 

 Primary Category 

 Product Status 

 EPA Registration # 

 PkgSize ID 

 PkgCfg 

 PkgSize Base Qty 

 PkgSize Package Unit of Measure 

 PkgCfg Unit of Measure 

Feed  

 Company/GLN 

 Company Prefix 

 Product Number 

 PkgSize ID 

 Pkg Level Code 

 GTIN 

 Product Name 

 Primary Category 

 Product Status 

 PkgSize ID 

 PkgCfg 

 PkgSize Base Qty 

 PkgSize Package Unit of Measure 

  2019 
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B. Data elements associated with Product (continued) 2020 

Product Segment Data Element 

Feed PkgCfg Unit of Measure 

Fertilizer  

 Company/GLN 

 Company Prefix 

 Product Number 

 PkgSize ID 

 Pkg Level Code 

 GTIN 

 Product Name 

 Primary Category 

 Product Status 

 PkgSize ID 

 PkgCfg 

 PkgSize Base Qty 

 PkgSize Package Unit of Measure 

 PkgCfg Unit of Measure 

Seed  

 Company/GLN 

 Company Prefix 

 Product Number 

 PkgSize ID 

  2021 
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B. Data elements associated with Product (continued) 2022 

Product Segment Data Element 

Seed Pkg Level Code 

 GTIN 

 Product Name 

 Primary Category 

 Product Status 

 PkgSize ID 

 PkgCfg 

 PkgSize Base Qty 

 PkgSize Package Unit of Measure 

 PkgCfg Unit of Measure 

 Brand  

 Crop 

 Variety/Hybrid 

 Seed Size* 

*Conditionally required for Corn 

  2023 
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C. Data elements associated with Agreements  2024 

Data Element Notes 

Agreement Owner Required 

Agreement Code Required 

Agreement Name Required 

Description  

Contact Name  

Contact Phone  

Security Type Open/Exclude/Include 

Security List Excluded/Included Subscribers 

Products Linked Products 

D. Data elements associated with Licenses 2025 

 Industry Identifier 2026 

 License Number 2027 

 Effective Date 2028 

 Agreement Identifier 2029 

  2030 
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Appendix 2: Look Up Tables used in AGIIS today  2031 

Since Inclusion of the full tables would take up significant space, we have provided a sample of 2032 

each of the different code tables used in AGIIS today. 2033 

A. Bulk Return Codes 2034 

RET_CD RET_CD_DESC           
4001 ** Void ** This record has been rejected due to an invalid format       
4002 ** Void ** This record has been rejected due to an invalid submission code      
4003 The duplicate relationship you submitted is under review       
4004 The duplicate relationship you submitted has been verified upon review      
4005 The duplicate relationship you submitted has been denied upon review      
4006 Deleted from subset at subscriber's 

request 
        

4007 This record has been identified as a duplicate of another record.  You should now use the returned ID (NAPD/HP ID, EBID, GLN) 
4008 The information in this record is the result of a NAPD/HP ID, EBID, or GLN inquiry and was not added to subset  
4009 This record was added to your subset using the supplied ID (NAPD/HP ID, EBID, or GLN)    
4010 This record was added to the AGIIS Directory and to your 

subset 
      

B. Bulk Submission  Codes 2035 

SUBMIT_TYP_CD SUBMIT_TYP_DESC 
2001 Update the AGIIS entity with the name/address information supplied by the Subscriber. 

Requires the appropriate identifier (GLN) for the entity to be updated. 
2002 Add this entity to AGIIS. The subscriber must supply a GLN or the constant AGIIS_GLN to 

request a GLN to be assigned from AGIIS. 
2003 Add this record to the subscriber's subset using the identifier supplied by the subscriber. 
2004 Use the name/address information supplied by the subscriber to search AGIIS and if a 

matching entity is found, return the AGIIS identifier associated with the entity. Do not add to 
the subscriber's subset. 

2005 Return the entity name/address information associated with the identifier supplied by the 
subscriber - do not add to subset. 

2007 This code is used when a subscriber no longer wants this record on their subset. 
2008 Initial subset file submission 
2009 Add this record to the subscriber's subset 
2013 Reactivate the entity associated with identifier supplied by the subscriber, enumerate this 

entity with the GLN supplied by the subscriber, and update the subscriber's GLN subset. 

C. Country Codes 2036 

CNTRY_CD CNTRY_NAME 
 AD Andorra   
 AF Afghanistan   

AI Anguilla   
 AL Albania   
 AM Armenia   
 AO Angola   
 AQ Antarctica   

AR Argentina   
AS American Samoa   
AT Austria   
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Appendix 2: Look Up Tables used in AGIIS today (continued) 2037 

D. Crop Codes 2038 

CROP_CD CROP_NAME SORT_ID 
ALF Alfalfa 300 

AWP 
Austrian Winter 
Peas 100 

BHG Bahia Grass 200 
B Barley 60 
BNG Bentgrass 200 
BG Bermuda Grass 200 
BT Birdsfoot Trefoil 300 
BRG Bromegrass 200 
BW Buckwheat 100 
CAN Canola 100 

E. Entity Origin Codes 2039 

REC_SRC_CD REC_SRC_DESC 
 B Bulk 
 W Website 
 S WebService 

F. Entity Update Extract Type Codes 2040 

ENT_EXTR_TYP_CD ENT_EXTR_TYP_DESC 
2 ASCII Transaction File 
3 Excel Spreadsheet (CSV) 

4 
ASCII Transaction File as 
996 

5 
ASCII Transaction File as 
PF 

6 EDI838 Document 
7 XML Transaction Document 

G. Error Codes 2041 

ERR_CD ERR_DESC REJ_IND ACT_IND 
E101 LAST LINE IS BAD OR MISSING Y Y 
E212 No city and bad ZIP/postal code Y Y 
E213 Bad city, valid state/province, and no ZIP/postal code Y Y 
E214 Bad city and bad ZIP/postal code Y Y 
E216 Bad ZIP, can't determine which city match TO SELECT Y Y 
E302 No primary address line parsed Y Y 
E412 Street name not found in directory Y Y 
E413 Possible street name matches too close to choose one Y Y 
E420 Primary range is missing Y Y 
E421 Primary range is invalid for the street/route/building Y Y 

 2042 

  2043 
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Appendix 2: Look Up Tables used in AGIIS today (continued) 2044 

H. Extract Frequency Cycle Code 2045 

FREQ_CD FREQ_DESC 
W Weekly 
D Daily 
M Monthly 
A Annually 
S Semi-annually 

I. Extract Type Codes 2046 

EXTR_TYP_CD EXTR_TYP_DESC 
E Entity 
P Product 
L Licenses 
G Entity GLN 
S GS1Extract 
A Agreement 
X Entity Subset 
U Product Subset 

J. GLN Prefixes 2047 

NAME SUB_ID GLN_PREFIX AGIIS_IND SEQ_RANGE_START SEQ_RANGE_END CRT_DTTM 
AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100011 Y 1 100,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100012 Y 100,001 200,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100013 Y 200,001 300,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100014 Y 300,001 400,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100015 Y 400,001 500,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100016 Y 500,001 600,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100017 Y 600,001 700,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100018 Y 700,001 800,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100019 Y 800,001 900,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

AGGATEWAY 
CORPORATION 74 1100020 Y 900,001 1,000,000 

04/29/2007 
15:38:00 

 2048 

  2049 
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Appendix 2: Look Up Tables used in AGIIS today (continued) 2050 

K. Name Suffixes 2051 

SUFFIX_CD SUFFIX_DESC 
JR JR 
SR SR 
I I 
II II 
III III 
IV IV 

L. Web Service Types 2052 

WEBSVC_ACT_TYP_CD ACT_TYP_NAME ACT_TYP_DESC 
LGIN Login Login to the system 
LGOF Logoff Logoff of the system 
SEAD Search Advanced Entity Search by Street Address 
SEAS Search Advanced Entity Search 
SEII Search Search for entity by Industry ID 
SENP Search Search for entity by Name and Postal Code 
SEPC Search Search for entity by Prop Code 
SEPL Search Search Entity By Product License 
SIAS Search Is AGIIS Subscriber 
SPBN Search Search for product by Name 

  2053 
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Appendix 3: Entity De-Duplication Process 2054 

The principles of the De-dupe process are; Basic Requirements, Definitions, Survivorship, Data 2055 

Harvesting and Analysis.  2056 

Basic Requirements 2057 

1. Only active records are eligible for the de-duplication process. 2058 

2. No records are exempt from being replaced during the de-dupe process.  2059 

3. When duplicate licenses are encountered, the duplicate license(s) on the inactivated entity 2060 

will not be moved to the survivor record.  2061 

4. Subscribers will receive a file containing entities in their subset that were inactivated die to 2062 

the de-duplication process along with the identifier of the surviving record.  2063 

Definitions 2064 

Entity Definition - A unique combination of name and location conducting business within the 2065 

agricultural industry.  2066 

Duplicate Definition - An entity with the same name and location combination as another entity 2067 

within AGIIS 2068 

Survivorship 2069 

Survivorship prioritization is the process of determining which record should survive when 2070 

duplicates are present. The same survivorship priority will be utilizes during the automated de-2071 

duplication process and any subsequent manual de-duplication performed by the AGIIS Help 2072 

Desk (Member Services) 2073 

1. Subscriber owned GLN 2074 

2. EBID 2075 

    a) AGIIS Help Desk Phone Verified EBID 2076 

    b) Duns assigned EBID 2077 

    c) AGIIS Assigned EBID 2078 

3. Non Subscriber Owned GLN 2079 

4. Is a License present on the Entity?  2080 

5. Subset Count 2081 

6. Oldest GLN - Determined by creation date 2082 

Data Harvesting 2083 

Data harvesting is the process of copying data from a record being replaced into the survivor 2084 

record. This occurs when there are multiple records in a duplicate set and the survivor records 2085 

lacks data that exists on a subordinate record (e.g. phone number). Extreme caution needs to 2086 

be taken when performing data harvesting so that the meaning of the data is not falsely altered. 2087 

The following fields are candidates for data harvesting in the automated de-duplication process: 2088 

    1. Phone Number 2089 

    2. Latitude 2090 

    3. Longitude 2091 
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    4. Standard Point Location Code (SPLC) 2092 

Analysis 2093 

The analysis will consist of general statistics which provide a high level overview of the process 2094 

(e.g. records reviewed, duplicate sets identified, records replaced) 2095 

Detailed analysis report which provides more detail regarding specific duplicate sets (e.g. 2096 

survivorship detail).  2097 
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Appendix 4: Entity Data & Request Processing Requirements 2098 

The AGIIS Submit Entity Add Request page is used to facilitate the addition of entities 2099 

enumerated with a GLN or GLN and EBID identifier into the AGIIS database. It displays a 2100 

screen allowing you to enter entity demographics and select the type of GLN identifier to be 2101 

assigned to the new AGIIS entity. 2102 

1. GLN Identifier Types - A 13 digit industry identifier that consists of a company prefix issued 2103 

by GS-1, a location reference code and a check digit. All active entities in AGIIS require a 2104 

GLN. 2105 

a. Subscriber Owned GLN (SO GLN) –Assigned by an AGIIS subscriber (using a prefix 2106 

allocated by GS1) to identify their company owned locations. The prefix allocated by 2107 

GS1 must be recorded in the AGIIS subscriber profile before a Subscriber Owned GLN 2108 

can be assigned.Only a user authorized by the Subscriber may add or update entities 2109 

with SO GLN. 2110 

b. Non-Subscriber Owned GLN - Assigned to the entity by the owning company (using a 2111 

prefix allocated by GS1). The owning company is not an AGIIS subscriber. The Non-2112 

Subscriber Owned GLN can be added by an AGIIS user who knows the correct identifier 2113 

for the entity. 2114 

c. AGIIS Assigned GLN – Assigned by AGIIS (using a prefix allocated to AgGateway by 2115 

GS1) to identify entities without a known GLN identifier. 2116 

2. EBID - A 13 digit industry identifier for entities. 2117 

3. Data Requirements 2118 

a. At least one Entity Classification is required. An entity can be classified as both a 2119 

Business and aConsumer. Entities classified as Location can have no other 2120 

classification. 2121 

b. Entity name and address requirements are based on the Entity Classification 2122 

i. Business requires a Company Name and Physical Address 2123 

ii. Consumer requires Company Name or First/Last Names and a Physical or Mailing 2124 

Address 2125 

iii. Location requires a Location Name and Location Description 2126 

c. Phone number is not required unless Member Service Verification Tier 2 is requested. 2127 

d. Current Latitude / Longitude rules are to be applied if the field is populated. 2128 

e. A Proprietary Code (prop code) is required. If you don’t have an internal code/customer 2129 

code for the entity, click the “Use ID” box and the identifier assigned will be used as your 2130 

prop code. 2131 

f. If you entered a prop code in the GLN field, you must select the type of GLN to be used. 2132 

g. After passing system edits the normal Add Entity path will be followed, i.e. Confirm Entity 2133 

page, Potential Duplicate List page, View Entity page or if the request must be reviewed 2134 

by the Directory Administrator an email confirmation is sent to the email address in your 2135 

AGIIS user profile. 2136 

4. What is Considered a Duplicate? 2137 

a.  Records with the same name and location combination as another entity in AGIIS 2138 

5. Directory Administrator Request Processing 2139 

a. Entity requests, in general, are not reviewed by Directory Administrators and instead will 2140 

be added directly to the AGIIS database. 2141 

b. The following situations will cause the request to be routed to the Directory 2142 

Administrators: 2143 

i. When the name/address override is used 2144 

ii. When the Duplicate Exemption flag is selected 2145 

iii. A change in Entity Status (Reactivation, Bought Out, Replaced, Out of Business) 2146 
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iv. You enter comments on the request 2147 

v. The requested entity is detected by the system to be a potential duplicate of an 2148 

existing entity 2149 

vi. Member Services Verification is requested  2150 
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Appendix 5: Sample API 2151 

 2152 

API Examples from SPADE Project.  2153 

 2154 

AGCO Massey Ferguson MF8650 Example 2155 

https://api.aggateway.org/ 2156 

    <link rel="seed" href="/seed"> 2157 

    <link rel="equipment" href="/equipment"> 2158 

    <link rel="weather" href="/weather"> 2159 

    ... 2160 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/ 2161 

    <link rel="equipment-brands" href="/equipment/brands"> 2162 

    <link rel="equipment-types"  href="/equipment/types"> 2163 

    ... 2164 

========== PATH 1 =========== 2165 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/brands 2166 

    <link rel="deere-equipment" href="https://api.deere.com/equipment"> 2167 

    <link rel="challenger-equipment"  href="https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/challenger"> 2168 

    <link rel="massseyferguson-equipment"  href="https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/massey-2169 

ferguson"> 2170 

https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/massey-ferguson 2171 

    <link rel="masseyferguson-planter" href="/equipment/massey-ferguson/planter"> 2172 

    <link rel="masseyferguson-tractor" href="/equipment/massey-ferguson/tractor"> 2173 

    ... 2174 

https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/massey-ferguson/tractor 2175 

    <link rel="MF8650" href="/equipment/MF8650"> 2176 

    <link rel="MF8690" href="/equipment/MF8690"> 2177 

    ... 2178 

https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/MF8650 2179 

    <Result>A bunch of stuff about a Massey Ferguson MF8650</Result> 2180 

========== PATH 2 =========== 2181 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/types 2182 

    <link rel="planter-brands" href="/equipment/planters"> 2183 

    <link rel="tractor-brands" href="/equipment/tractors"> 2184 

    ... 2185 
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https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/tractors 2186 

    <link rel="deere-tractors" href="https://api.deere.com/equipment/tractors"> 2187 

    <link rel="challenger-tractors"  2188 

href="https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/challenger/tractors"> 2189 

    <link rel="masseyferguson-tractors"  href="https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/massey-2190 

ferguson/tractors"> 2191 

    ... 2192 

https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/massey-ferguson/tractor 2193 

    <link rel="MF8650" href="/equipment/MF8650"> 2194 

    <link rel="MF8690" href="/equipment/MF8690"> 2195 

    ... 2196 

https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/MF8650 2197 

    <Result>A bunch of stuff about a Massey Ferguson MF8650</Result> 2198 

 2199 

John Deere 8630 Example 2200 

We need information about a John Deere 8630 tractor 2201 

============================= 2202 

https://api.aggateway.org/ 2203 

    <links> 2204 

        <link rel="seed"      href="/seed"> 2205 

        <link rel="equipment" href="/equipment"> 2206 

        <link rel="weather"   href="/weather"> 2207 

        ... 2208 

    </links> 2209 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/ 2210 

    <links> 2211 

        <link rel="equipment-brands" href="/equipment/brands"> 2212 

        <link rel="equipment-types"  href="/equipment/types"> 2213 

        ... 2214 

    </links> 2215 

========== PATH 1 =========== 2216 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/brands 2217 

    <links> 2218 

        <link rel="deere-equipment" href="https://api.deere.com/equipment"> 2219 

        <link rel="agco-equipment"  href="https://api.aggocorp.com/equipment"> 2220 
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        ... 2221 

    </links> 2222 

https://api.deere.com/equipment 2223 

    <links> 2224 

        <link rel="deere-planters" href="/equipment/planters"> 2225 

        <link rel="deere-tractors" href="/equipment/tractors"> 2226 

        ... 2227 

    </links> 2228 

https://api.deere.com/equipment/tractors 2229 

    <links> 2230 

        <link rel="8630" href="/equipment/8630"> 2231 

        <link rel="8530" href="/equipment/8530"> 2232 

        ... 2233 

    </links> 2234 

https://api.deere.com/equipment/8630 2235 

    <equipment-model>A bunch of stuff about a John Deere 8630</equipment-model> 2236 

========== PATH 2 =========== 2237 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/types 2238 

    <links> 2239 

        <link rel="planter-brands" href="/equipment/planters"> 2240 

        <link rel="tractor-brands" href="/equipment/tractors"> 2241 

        ... 2242 

    </links> 2243 

https://api.aggateway.org/equipment/tractors 2244 

    <links> 2245 

        <link rel="deere-tractors" href="https://api.deere.com/equipment/tractors"> 2246 

        <link rel="agco-tractors"  href="https://api.agcocorp.com/equipment/tractors"> 2247 

        ... 2248 

    </links> 2249 

https://api.deere.com/equipment/tractors 2250 

    <links> 2251 

        <link rel="8630" href="/equipment/8630"> 2252 

        <link rel="8530" href="/equipment/8530"> 2253 

        ... 2254 

    </links> 2255 
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https://api.deere.com/equipment/8630 2256 

    <equipment-model>A bunch of stuff about a John Deere 8630</equipment-model> 2257 

 2258 

Dekalb 2259 

We need information about DEKALB #2 Yellow Corn Hybrids for southern Illinois 2260 

https://api.aggateway.org 2261 

    <link rel="resourceType" href="/seed"      type="seed"> 2262 

    <link rel="resourceType" href="/equipment" type="equipment"> 2263 

    <link rel="resourceType" href="/weather"   type="weather"> 2264 

    ... 2265 

https://api.aggateway.org/seed 2266 

    <link rel"cropType" href="/seed/field-corn" /> 2267 

    <link rel"cropType" href="/seed/popcorn" /> 2268 

    <link rel"cropType" href="/seed/wheat" /> 2269 

 ============================ 2270 

We need to define "crop type" and "commodity type" (or look up the definition in the glossary.) 2271 

Furthermore we need to compare/contrast and explain their applicability in use cases. 2272 

============================ 2273 

https://api.aggateway.org/seed 2274 

    => List of crop types (e.g., Field Corn, Popcorn, Wheat, Soybeans) 2275 

        => List of brands (e.g., DEKALB, Channel, Pioneer) 2276 

            => List of hybrids (e.g., DKC62-97, CH214-14) 2277 

    => List of brands (e.g., DEKALB, Channel, Pioneer) 2278 

        => List of crop types (e.g., Field Corn, Popcorn) 2279 

            => List of hybrids (e.g., DKC62-97, CH214-14) 2280 

Ag Connections Seed Proof-of-Concept 2281 

Rather lengthy, See SPADE Project Wiki: 2282 

https://aggateway.atlassian.net/wiki/display/SPADE/SPADE+WG3+Seed+API+1.04   2283 

 2284 


